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INTBOBUCTIOS
One of Ut« fundamental problems in reference to public school 
education 1® the financial problem. This is a far reaching problem, 
for It concerns all individuals in a community. School administra­
tors and boards of education meet the problem when they prepare the 
annual budgets, the aitisenry at large meet the problem when they 
are called upon to pay taxes for the maintenance of the schools, the 
school population meets the problem when they attend the schools pro­
vided for them through the efforts of the school officials. The 
financing of schools has become increasingly difficult during the 
past few years, largely because of a decline in property valuations, 
and an Increasing number of tax delinquencies.
Demands for more and better educational opportunities have 
been made upon the taxpayers. In keeping with the increasing de­
mand, some school districts have provided larger and better build­
ings, better equipment, and better qualified teachers. Other dis­
tricts have not been able to follow the lead of the more fortunate 
districts in providing better educational opportunities for the 
school population. As a result, inequalities in educational oppor­
tunities for the children have developed. This suggests the prob­
lem of this stu y, namely, stoat are the inequalities that exist in 
the school districts in McLean County!
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Sh» present otedy w t U  h® osaftoed to ©o<»psrt»«# relative 
to the a&ilitleo of the irnttoa* aobool dletriete la Motewa Cowotsr 
to M^povt pshli© Wheels* m& tha mlsttvo effort shown tgr the die- 
trials in j»i»teini»g their aohool®. tee pm blm * briefly etetod 
than, la to aurvasr the oetsool districts of Ha&eea Cknmtjr ha otter 
to aieaowr rapport* the ability to assort efltooolo, the offort pot 
forth to esteteia the tAwli, m l  the iaoons iatenciesi lt» vm m m  
w A  m& oa the heele of teds data arrive at a ooa-
olvelott teeteer or not s change in m » present Cretan of school «up- 
port ie 'iwwaMtt
Sauroo of Seta
ftm  data for tele etedy w e  obtained fro® origteai rotorte 
on file in the effieeo of the <*>onty sojwrlnieatent of school®, 
teUrtr etelter# end county treasurer. fhe enmd, report* of the 
flowtar ewportatoideeik of school** «§ -m il no the WeMtel report* 
of the etete eaperioteodeiit of pehUe inetnetlan. twae Sloe wed. 
tee date no obtetaot fro® there » ) W » 8  ere for the poem 1930' to 
S93& laeioaivo. with the weeptioa of tee dote for the &*wll**tl0* 
9tnft tetak w e  obtelnod freo reeerda in the teener eoperintendent* 
effiee for the eahool .year ending iiam 30# 1936*
XteUattom
ted# etedy ie Umltod to e study of tee flneaeinl aondi- 
tioa* of echool aietrlete la KN&se* County. Snore toeetiMMi oenw 
in report* sent to tee eouat? superintendent# offloe by the eotooi 
■boards. Errors may also result in the copying of data from the 




GSMI3TUL CONDITIONS IN MCLEAN CODNTT
The study of school conditions In McLean County necessitated a 
brief survey of various factors in the county which have a general 
bearing upon the schools* In order that the reader may better under­
stand the situation in the county, this chapter presents some of the 
general conditions noted, as well as a bird's eye view of the schools.
Geographical
McLean County is located in the west central part of North 
Dakota, Its western boundary, which Is touched by Dunn and Mountrail 
Counties, lies about fifty-five miles east of the Montana state line.
Its norther line is some eighty miles south of the Canadian border, 
while its extreme southern tip lies Just eighty-five miles north of the 
South Dakota line. It is bounded on the north by portions of the 
counties of Mountrail, Ward and MCHenryj on the east by Sheridan and 
Burke Counties, On the south or southwest, the Missouri River forms 
the boundary line. McLean County lies in the "yarraing-Oraeing belt" 
of the Dnited States, as Is shown in Figure A,
The county is approximately a right-triangle, the longest, 
southwest aide of which is formed by the Missouri River, The oounty 
lies chiefly on the broad, nearly level, eastern portion of the Missouri 
plateau, which slopes gently westward and southward to the
^Willard, Rex S,, The grioultural Regions of North Dakota, 

















Agricultural Regions of North Dakota
Figure A 3a
J u ly  1 ,  1 9 1 7 A.HOEN a  CO. BALTO.
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Missouri Hirer.2
The elevation is from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above sea level. The 
average precipitation is sixteen inches, being slightly higher in the 
north and lower in the south. The rainfall in the critical months of 
May ana June amounts to about five and five tenths inches. There is 
a very high relationship between the rainfall and the yield of wheat, 
the correlation being represented by eighty-three per cent, Indicating 
that the fluctuations in rainfall during the months of May and June 
are very effective on the production of wheat.
The average temperature for the growing season is sixty-five 
to slxty-slx degrees. The frost free season is about 123 days over the 
county. The first average frost Is September twenty-third and the 
average for the last frost is May fourteenth.
The soil is derived from the glacial deposit and Is generally
of a loam character. It belongs to the Williams series, which is a
3
very fertile soil where not too rough to cultivate. The county has a 
land area of 1,475,200 acres, giving it a rank of second in area among 
the counties of the state. Eighty-three per cent or 1,224,889 acres 
of this total area is in farms. Of the 1,224,889 acres in farms,
894,042 acres is tillable land. Subtracting the 894,042 acres of till­
able land from the total land area, 1,475,200 acres, leaves approxi­
mately 581,185 acres of untillablc land in McLean County. In 1930 there
sSlng>son, H.H., Geology and Ground Water Resources of North 
Dakota, TJ. S. Gov. Printing Office, Washington D. 0., 1929, p. 166.
•Hillard, Rex E., The Agricultural Regions of North Dakota, 
Bulletin number 183, Agriculture College, Fargo, N. Dak., 1924,
pp. 124-25
2*309 turn* in the county with the average sine farm containing 512*8 
4sores.
Population
The population according to the 1930 census mas 17,991, with a per 
square mil# density of 7,8, or a rank of eleventh in population, and 
thirty-seventh in density among the counties in the state, The total 
white population is 17,194 divided as follows t Native white parentage 
5,050, native white of foreign hr mixed parentage 8, 03, and foreign 
born white 2,941, The remaining 797 are of Indian blood. Those of 
Indian blood are found living in the northwestern part of the county on 
or near Tort Barthold Indian Denervation,
A comparison of the emeus reports for 1920 and 1930 show tiurt 
the population ohangss over a period of ten years is not very great.
The total population in 1920 was 17,265, mile in 1930 it was 17,991 
or an increase of 72S Itor the ten year period. This is an average 
yearly inereaee of seventy-two, if there were an even population 
distribution among the sixty-three school districts, eaeh district would 
have an increase of one and fourteen hundredths persons per year. In 
the rural districts the population remains quite stable, while the in­
crease in population in the county can be accounted for by the Increase 
in population in the larger towns. The population increase over the 
ten year period was 801 in the five largest towns JLa the county.
H m m  population changes are rather important in a school survey for 
it mows that the rural districts do not need to anticipate great changes
^United States Census, 1930,
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In the enrollment In their schools, while the town districta may look 
for slight increases.
Historical
MoLean County was formally organized on November 1# 1883. Mr. 
Ordway, who was then governor, appointed as commissioners, John S. 
Veeder, Charles T. Martinson, Warner F. Lewis. 'Hie board met at Wash- 
b um on November 1 and organized by electing Mr. Feeder, Chairman, and 
appointed the following county officerst Blgiater of Deeds and County 
Clerk, 1. W. Cray| Judge of Probate, James Heath} Sheriff, John 
Satterlundj Treasurer, E. T. Wineton} Coroner, E. H. Belyeaj Superin­
tendent of Schools, J. M. Carnahan} Surveyor, George Robinson} County 
Ffaysleian, Dr. J. H. Moseley} Justices of the Peace, M, Wallin, James 
Barton, Charles Weller, S. L. Crossly} Constables, W. H. Mann, John 
Nicklin, H. C, Hallum, and R, A. Coffer} Legal Advisor, I. L. KcCure; 
Assessor T. J, Sevals. Washburn was made temporary county seat.5
The county is named in honor of Hon* John A. McLean then (1883) 
mayor of Bismarck. He was a contractor for ties and other material on 
the conetraction of the northern Pacific railroad west from Duluth.6
Railroads and Highways
The eastern half of the county is well served by the Soo and the 
Northern Pacific railroads. The western half of the county is spareely 
populated and the people have to transport their agricultural commodi­
ties to the towns on the Soo Line, Just north of the county line. The 
first railroad came to McLean County in 1900 when the Soo was built
5Andreas* Historical Atlas of Dakota, R. R. Coxmelley and Sons, 
Lake Side Press, Chicago, 111., 1884, p. 194.
6Ibid, p. 193
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from Bismarck to Wilton, In 1901 it was built to Washburn, in 1903
to Underwood, in 1905 to Garrison, and in 1906 it was extended to Max.
was
The Northern Pacific line from Carrington/built to Turtle Lake, the end 
of that line, in 1905. In 1912, another Northern Pacific line from
nPingree was extended to Wilton,
There ie at the present time 129.75 miles of railroad trackage 
in the county. The soo Railroad has 116,08 miles and the Northern 
Pacific 13.67 miles. Only twenty-two out of the County’s sixty-three 
school districts hare any railroad trackage located within their limits. 
The range is from 0,90 miles in district number thirty-six to 18.18 
miles in district number fifty-one. District number one is the only 
district that has trackage of the two railroads located within its 
limits.
There is a discrepancy between the number of miles of trackage 
reported in the districts by the school boards on their final reports 
to the County Superintendent and the number of miles of trackage as 
reported to the County Auditor by the railroads. See Table 1.
Table 1
Number of Niles of Trackage in Districts as Reported by School 
Board Clerks and by the Railroad Companies"
District
Number
Number of Miles of 
Trackage Reported by 
Clerics
Number of Miles of 
















Huriber of? M m s  of 
Trackage Deported by
. _ Clerks___ ____ ___
Number of ?’dles of 
















aFigures In tills table ess* obtained free records in the County 
Superintendent*# Office* and the County Auditor’s Office*
Zn Host cases the school officers did not report ae many miles ae the 
railroad companies did* Xn only eix eases did -tits school boards report 
nora than the railroad oosgianiea* This may show a rather lax attitude 
on the part of the school officers in reporting the correct number of 
miles* Bad taxes been paid according to the number of miles reported 
by ‘Hie school officers, the districts would be out several thousand 
dollars of tax money from the railroad companies, as there is a differ­
ence of twenty and one-half miles in the two reports, the boards being 
that m a y  miles short on their reports* Sonetlnes Hie railroads, and 
public utilities are criticised for their unwillingness to pay taxes, 
but la this ease they certainly have a desire to be fair* It is there­
fore suggested that the boards having railroad trackage within the Unite 
of the dletriete that they are adminleterlng make necessary changes in 
order to bring their reports up to date*
9
MoLean County has one Federal Highway, U, S, eighty-three, 
vanning north and aoath through tho larger towns of the county. Thin 
is one of the an la arterial highways of the state and le kept open during 
the winter month* when the other highways for the meet pert are blocked 
by enow drifts. In addition to this highway there are other state high­
way# as shown on Figure b, TOvy little attempt le made to keep the 
other highways open during the winter months, so that travel le very 
cumbersome, If at all possible. Even In the spring of the year, and 
after heavy raise, travel In the northeastern part of the county la 
almost impossible, Butte, located in this section, has been unable to 
participate In the athletic, and music events of the county because of 
tho road conditions. Tho contests are held usually at Underwood, 
Washburn, and Garrison In the central part of the county*
Industries and Occupations
Agriculture la the predominating industry In the county, as Is 
readily seen from the following table taken from the United States 
Census Report for 1930 on Industries,
Table 2
Occupations and Humber Engaged in Sash la Melean County, la 19301





Wholesale and Retell 
Other Personal and Domestic
338
Services see




Railroads and Highways in ^ctean County
licLSAil C CUTTY 
NORTH DAKOTA 
Key
H I M  Railroad lines *U. S. Number 8>3 
D.l Number 23 
N. D. Number 7 
«*N. D. Number 37 N. D. Number 22 
N. D. Number 2 
N. D. Number 41 




Occupations. ....... .......... . Humber Engaged
Building Industry 74
Oarages, greaalng stations «E




Public Service not Classified 53
Independent Hand Trades 




Other "*rade Industries 48
other Transportation agencies 45
Banking and Brokerage 33
other Manufacturing Industries 26
Iron and Steal Industry 85
Automobile Factories and Repairing 23
Other food and Allied Industries 22
Recreational and Amusement 20
Paper, Printing and Allied Industries 15
Insurance and Real Batata 13
Bakeries 5
clothing Industry 4
Forestry and Fishing 2
chemical and Allied Industries 1
According to statletlea In 1930, the chief agricultural product 
of the county ie spring wheat in which It ranked first in the sunfber of 
acres seeded, and third in the mufber of bushels produced. It ranked 
fourth in the number of aeree of winter rye seeded, ae well as in the 
number of bushels produced, Zt ranked first in the macaber of acres of 
broae grass produced. It ranked eighth in the number of cattle and 
milk cows, looking at the ranking of the county in number of bushels 
of wheat produced, and the ranking la the masher of cattle, we may 
conclude that diversIfteatloa la a general practice in *'«Lean County.
It ranked second in the value of garden products marketed. The lowlands 
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In order to handle the grain products, McLean County has thirty-
7two grain elevators with a total eapaoity of 820,000 bushels.
In agricultural equipment, McLean County ranks first among the 
oountlas of the stats In the number of traotore, eighth In the number of 
grain separators, third in the number of combines, and twelfth in the 
valuation of all other farm machinery.8
In 1933 McLean County ranted thirty-eighth among the fifty-three 
oountlas of the stats in land valuation per acre. At this time when 
the average value for the state was 114.97 per acre, the average for 
MoLoan County was $11.12.
In 1931 MoLoan County ranked thirty-fourth, and in 1929 it ranted 
twenty-ninth In land value per sere. This tends to show that land 
values decreased more in proportion In McLean County than in m me of 
the other counties. The value per ears and rankings of other counties 
are else given in table 4. The per aere land values for table 4 were 
obtained from the Twelfth Biennial Report of the State Tax Commission 
for the period 1932 to 1934.
7Statement from Board of Railroad commissioners of north Dakota,




The Average Value Per Aere of Term Lead by Counties la North Dakota
Tor the Years, 1929, 1931, 1933
County 1989 Rank 1931 Rank 1933 Rank
Adana $ 9.98 45 $ 9.03 46 $ 8.81 47
Bamea 33.53 6 25.49 6 20,41 9
Benson 21.87 28 17.08 21 16.01 21
BlUlags 6.96 51 6,07 51 5.99 52
Bottineau 17.88 24 16.32 2£ 16.38 20
Boronon 9.07 46 8.64 47 7,19 48
Buries 14.98 31 13.48 30 16,61 17
Burleigh 13.18 35 10.90 40 9.15 46
Cass 41.15 1 32.60 2 89.11 1
Cavalier 26.93 17 20.18 17 16,33 19
Dickey 28,69 13 22.62 n 17.55 14
Divide 14.72 32 13.48 31 13,28 30
Dunn 10.31 44 10.79 41 10.71 40
Eddy 24.73 19 19.05 19 17.71 13Ttrmywyi 15.18 29 14.49 28 12,89 32
Taster 26.81 18 " 80.90 15 16,65 16
Roldan Valley 8.81 40 8.64 47 5,56 53
Grand Tories 35.39 4 28.89 3 28.30 3
Grant 12.04 41 11.39 39 9.47 45
Griggs 28.61 14 82.84 13 19,50 11
Hettinger 12.27 39 11.59 38 10.87 39
Kidder 12.31 38 10.39 44 10,36 43
LaMoure 31.13 9 23.58 9 14,80 84
TAg»a 16.28 26 15.50 24 13,36 29
McHenry 14.31 33 12.85 33 12.88 33
McIntosh 18.80 S3 15.83 23 15,04 23
McKenzie 7.81 50 6,63 50 6,77 50
McLean 15.18 29 12.81 34 XX *X£ 38
Mercer 12,04 41 12.11 30 12.02 36
Morton 10.63 42 10.45 43 10.57 41
Mountrail 12.09 40 10,07 46 9.73 44
Nelson 28.11 15 19.05 19 16,55 18
Oliver 10.52 43 10.49 42 10.47 42
Pembina 29.55 11 23.65 8 18.96 12
Pierce 15.14 30 14.17 29 14,18 25
Ramsey 29.16 12 23.52 10 23,43 6
Barman 30.07 10 22.54 12 22,82 7
Renville 16.08 27 14.69 27 13,09 31
Richland 32.66 7 28.15 4 19.76 10
Rolette 17,30 25 15.46 25 15.37 22
Sargent 31.94 88 25.39 7 85.73 5
shwfftfea______ 34 13.31 32 12.78 34
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Table 4 (Continued)
County 1989 Bank 1931 Bank 1933 Bonk
Sioux 0.59 46 7.79 49 6*40 51
Slope 8,74 47 8.41 48 7.00 49
Stark 18*45 37 18*09 37 12.24 35
Steele 38.01 3 80.08 IS 87.50 04
Stutsman 83*18 81 17.35 20 13.94 27
Towner 87*10 10 81*71 14 17.54 15
Traill 41.05 2 33.08 1 26*84 2
Walsh 33*95 5 87.24 5 13.87 28
Ward 15.00 88 14.77 80 81.85 8
wells 24.05 80 80.49 16 14*13 80
fill lams 18.01 30 12.10 35 11*98 37
_____M s£ L~ 14*97
Bsxt to agriculture, coal mining la probably the w et Import out
industry socoept of course the necessary industries and occupations 
located in the toons* In 1985, Arthur O* Leonard, then state Geologist 
node the following m arks about the lignite eoal deposits In 
McLean County*
nJOLean County lies near the eastern margin ef the lignite area 
of the state and is of more than ordinary Interest for tho 
following reasons!
(1) Keonoadoel utilization of coals bars bosn tho subject 
for close investigation for sons tins* Tho tendency 
now is to utilize ooal near nines for tho production 
ef electrical energy which will he seat out by lines 
to towns: and ferns indies sway.
(8) Tbs host aartaet for both power and fuel at tho present 
tins and the future will he the eastern half ef the 
state*
(3) McLean County Is fairly soil served by railroads*
(4) Thors are no important workable lignite deposits east 
of this county so far as known, socoept in the Turtle 
Mountains, hence this area, together with similar areas 
to tho northward, are in an advantageous position to 
serve inoroasin demands for fuel and power*
Moot of the ninlng in McLean County is carried on in a bolt 
about fifteen miles wide, lying just east of the Missouri®
River and adjacent to tho Bierarek-'ax branch of tho So*
15
Railroad* It includes the towns of Wilton* aahburn, 
Underwood* colehsrbor, and Garrlaou. 9
Figure c shove the principal eoal regions In McLean County*
In 1934 there were twenty-one counties In the state that had
coal mines operating within their boundaries. The total production
from thee# twenty-one oountion wan 1*940*669 tone* The total value of
the output eae 8*4r6*443 dollars and sixty-seven cents* During the
sane tins we find twenty-three mines m  operation in 'SaLean County
and producing 168,933 tone with a total value of 808*310 dollars and
twenty-five cents. Ranking the county with the other twenty-one
coal producing oountiee of idle state, on the baela of number of mines*
tons produced, and value of output* it males sixth*
During the year 1934 there were 104 miners and twenty-seven
additional employees engaged in the mining Industry* (This does not
include truck drivers*) A total of 88,000 dollars was paid In salaries
during the year*10^  people engaged In the mining industry.
Schools and School Districts of MoLean County 
There are four forms of sohool districts provided for in our school 
laws* nemelyt
1* Cannon School districts*
8. Special Districts*
3* Independent Districts*
4* Dietlots in certain cities.*5
A further examination of the sohool laws will disoloes several 
different types of schools that nay be operated within the above mentioned 
districts. There is therefore no direct relationship between the type
9 Arthur 0. Leonard* north Dakota Geological Survey Bulletin* 
Number 4* 1986* pp. 111-185.
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Key I I U l U M C o a l  Deposits
of school district and the kind of school operated therein. The 
different types of schools In North Dakota are as follows)
1* One room school 
8. Consolidated school
a* Open Country Consolidated 
b. Town Consolidated 
3* Graded schools
a* Open Country Graded 
b, Town Graded 
4, classified High Schools
Each of the above groups Is further divided Into first, second 
and third class for the basis of state aid distribution. The receive 
the gradings by nesting the requirements for each class as act up by 
the State Department of Public Instruction.
There are sixty-one districts In McLean County and two special 
Districts as shown on figure D. District number one which Is one of 
the epeelnl districts contains thirty-six sections of land, maintains 
two rural one-room schools, and a classified high school which 1c 
located la the city of 'Tilton. This district Is la the southeast 
corner of the county. The other special district Is number eighty-seven, 
located la the north-eastern part of the county. This district contains
Stats of North Dakota, for the year ending 1034, 0. J , Olson, state 
Coal ?3Lne Inspector.
Estate of North Dakota, General School laws, Arthur X, Thompson, 
Superintendent, 1035, article S, p. 40.
Figure D
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only six sections of lead and maintains s one room school located la 
the village of rhiso« Thus the kind of school district and the kind of 
school classification does not shoe any relationship here* Neither is 
any direct relationship shown in the sixty-one oomnon school districts 
and the school classification*, sight of the caisson districts Maintain 
four year high schools* three of the districts maintain two year high 
schools, in addition to the elementary school. The other diatriots 
maintain only elementary schools. So a district classification f»r 
purposes of comparisons would be of no real Talus in this county. Table 
fire prepared from the County Superintendent *e Annual report to r 1984 
shows the kinds ef schools and the number of each.
Table B
The Number and Kinds of Schools In McLean county in 1934
Kind of School Number of Each Kind
1. One room schools 148
2. Consolidated schools 8
a* Open country 3
b. Town consolidated 6
3. Graded Schools 2
a. Open country 0
b. Town graded 2
4. Classified High Schools 4
The aboTS classification by types of schools does not adapt 
itself for Comparative purposes, either* because some of the consolidated
schools have four years of high school, while others have only two
yean of high school, and still others aaintainly only the elementary 
school. The matter of clasaifloation fpr comparison is complicated
Aarther by the fact that in the districts that have classified high
1 8
schools or consolidated schools, there are also one room schools. Table 
6 which omits for forty-nine districts hating only one room schools will 
show types of schools mints! nod in each district*
Tabic 6
Kinds of Schools in Various Districts in IfoLsan c tmty in 1934
















Comparisons between the classified high schools and the consoli­
dated schools would not be fair* because two of the consolidated schools 
maintain only the elementsly soh olsj two maintain elementary schools 
plus two years of high school, and four maintain elementary schools a ad 
four years of high school. The largest consolidated sohook which ie 
in Harrison has a total anrollaent of 409. The largest classified high 
school which is located in ilton has a total enrollment of 306,
Harrison high school, the largest school in the oounty is incidentally 
the second largest consolidated school in the state. Hebron is the
largest.
19
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In order to be able to oompare school districts maintaining some­
what the ease type of school the following claeeification of schools 
will be need in this study:
All districts maintaining only one rooa schools will be placed 
in one division and will be called the Qb«. JPlltalQtAt there
are forty-nine such school districts with 138 school houses* and 138 
teachers. The total number of pupils in these forty-nine districts is 
1916.
All of the districts maintaining elementary schools and a four 
year high school will be placed in another group and called High School 
Districts. Thors arc nine such districts* employing seventy-eight 
teachers• and with an enrollment of 8*136 pupils.
In ths third group will bs placed all districts that maintain 
consolidatad and graded schools that have two years of high school or 
lose. These will be called the Consolidated Graded districts. There 
arc five districts in this group* with nineteen teachers and an enroll­
ment of 467 pupils. Three of thee# districts maintain two years of high 
school. The other two maintain only the elementary school. This 
difference will be remembered when the dietricte are being compared.
Variations exists among tho High School districts in siso and 
annber of niles of railroad. See Table 7.
£0
Comparison of High School Districts in McLean County-
fab le  7

















fhe average size of the high school districts Is 39.43 sections, 
five out of the nine districts each have thirty-six sections. All of 
the districts have railroad trackage ranging fron 5.55 nlles In 
district nuaber fifty-six to 18.18 alias In district nuaber fifty-one* 
or an average of 9.07 alias per district.
fable 8
Comparison of Consolidated Graded Districts in McLean County la
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49 Totals) 1*784 36.62
The One Hook Districts ere quite uniform la the else of
districts. Thirty-six of the districts are of the sane else, ell 
containing thirty-six sections. The other thirteen here e range from 
six sections in the saallest to sixty-two In the largest. The average 
nuaber of sections la a district is 36.40. Only eleven of the forty- 
nine districts have railroad trackage within their Halts. The range 
here is froa 0.90 alias in District nuaber 36 to 8.60 alias in 
District nuaber 69.
The one room districts have only about one half the trackage 
that the High School Districts have* even though they have about six 
tines the land area. The reason for this of oourse is that the 
High School Districts havt towns within thslr boundaries and nil ef 
these towns havs railroads eoalng in to than, while the One Boca 
Districts arc in the open country and only a fary few of then arc
S3
crossed by railroad line*.
Comparison of High School Districts In McLean County In Number 
Of Students* Somber of Teachers and Pupil Teacher Batlo
Table 10
District Humber of Students Humber of Teachers Teacher-pupil Batlo
Town One Boom Town One Boom Town rOne Boom
School Schools School School School School
1 206 30 11 2 27.81 15.00
4 367 19 29.66
7 133 7 5 1 36.60 7.00
8 372 8 34.00
50 308 8 36.00
51 409 34 13 1 31.46 24.00
56 99 5 19.80
63 141 22 5 3 28.20 11.00
72 308 8 36.00
The School districts cf McLean County comply quite slosely 
with the general accented standard that there should be one teacher for 
at least every thirty pupils. Table 10 shows that only two* districts 
number eight and fifty-one have more pupils per teacher than the 
accepted standard. The smallest school in the group has the smallest 
number of pupils per teacher, the district with ths largest number 
of students also has the largest number of teachers* but it does 
not hare the largest pupil teacher-ratio. If we omit distrlot number 
fifty-six from our comparison we find that there is a difference of 
eight students per teaoher among the other eight districts.
Ths Consolidated Graded Districts are even closer to the 
standard than are the High School Districts. Table eleven and table 




Comparison of Consolidated Graded Districts that Maintain fro Tears Of 
High School in Addition to the Elementary School in Humber Of 
Students* Number of Teachers and Pupil-Teacher Ratio
District Humber of Students Humber of Teachers Teacher-Pupil Ratio
Consol1- One Room Consoli- One Room Coatoll- One Boom
dated School dated School dated School
Graded Graded Graded
School
67 07 27 3 2 29.00 13.50
76 31 3 27.00
79 117 46 6 2 23.40 23.00
Table 12
Comparison of Comsoll&atod Graded Districts that Maintain Only Elemen­
tary Schools* Xn Somber of Students* Humber of Teachers and 
The Pupil-Teacher Ratio
District Number of Students Humber of Teachers Teacher-Pupil Ratio
64 51 2 25.50
73 58 2 29.00
The comparative results from those districts arc not of ae
great value because the number of districts is small* The variation 
in pupil-teacher ratio is seven for the group in table 11* Por the 
group in table 12 the variation is three and one half.
All of the OnooRoom Districts have fewer pupils por teacher 
than the other two groups* See Table 13*
25
Tabls 13
Comparison of Out Hoorn Districts in McLean County In Enroll««nt»
Hunher of Teachers and Pupil Tsachsr Ratio
District Vosbsr of Students Rasher of Teachers Toacher-Pupil Ratio
ft 34 2 12
3 18 2 9
3 27 2 13.50
6 29 3 9.66
49 49 4 12.25
10 40 4 10.
11 63 4 15.50
31 39 3 9.66
33 35 3 11.66
34 39 3 9.66
36 48 3 16.00
27 30 1 20.00
38 70 4 17.50
31 37 3 12.33
36 50 3 16.66
38 49 3 16.33
39 25 2 12.50
40 71 5 14.30
40 60 3 30.00
46 38 4 9.50
47 83 4 20.76
48 50 4 12.50
62 66 4 16.50
63 53 4 13.25
54 43 3 14.00
67 43 4 10.75
58 37 3 12.33
59 22 1 22.00
60 29 3 9.66
63 36 3 12.
65 34 3 11.33
66 33 2 16.50
68 23 3 11.60
69 55 4 13.75
70 50 3 16.66
71 22 1 22.
74 56 4 14.00
75 70 4 17.60
77 50 3 16.66
78 48 2 24.
the High. School District*
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fable 14 shows that there le <|ttite a difference la the length 
ef the school ter* la the three group* of districts.
fable 14
Coaparlson of the Three Type* of District* 









7 0 0 9
8 0 1 29
9 9 4 11
All of the High School District* her* a nine months ter*, 
four ef the Consolidated Graded Districts hare nine months only. Dist­
rict masher sixty-four ha* an eight months tsrm. The majority of th# 
One Boon District* hare an eight months tern.
The County Superintendent ef Schools of McLean County found 
hy a comparison of failure* In stats examinations for the seventh and 
eighth grades» given in the county that there were fewer failure! in 
districts that maintained a nine months term than in district* stein* 
talning a seven month* term. Out of a total of 1,787 pacer* written 
there were 401 failure* or a failure of twenty-two per cent fo r the 
county. Districts with a seven month* ten showed a failure of forty- 
nine per cent* district* with am eight month* tern a failure of 
eighteen per cent, and districts with a nine-months term* thirteen 
per cent failures.
Building valuation* In the three grouos of districts show n 
wide range. Th* total value of building* in the High School districts
£8
it $97*134.00 or $309.00 per pupil. This va3u.e comas to indicate 
that the High School Districts hare the hatter school plants.
SUMUAHT AND COKOLUSIOllS
The following is a hriaf summary of the most important facts 
noted in chapter 3.
1. McLean County is located in the 7arming Grazing region 
of Dorth Dakota.
3. Diversified farming sad mining are the chief occupation* 
of the county la addition to the necessary trades and vocations and. 
professions in the towns.
3. fhe population is 17*194 with about three thousand 
foreign horn whites* and an Indian population of eight-hundred.
4. School hoards do not report accurately the number of nils* 
of railroad in their districts. Tor the county they were 30.50 mile* 
short of the actual trackage as reported hy the railroads.
5. High School Districts hare twice as many railroad lines as 
the One Boon Districts.
6. There are nine High School Districts* five Consolidated 
Graded Districts* and forty-nine One Boo* Dietriote.
7. High School Districts employ seventy-eight teachers*
the Consolidated Graded Districts nineteen* and the One Boom Districts 
one hundred-thirty-eight. The enrollment is 4*120. 467, and 1*916 
respectively. The ratio of pupils to teachers ie twenty-eight, 
twenty-seven* end thirteen respectively.
8. Thirty-six sections is approximately the average else of 
sohool districts.
£9
S. The sis* and kind of district bear* no diroot relationship 
to the typo of schools maintained in the district.
10. All of the High School Districts hare a nine months tens. 
All of the Consolidated Graded Districts hare nine months except one. 
Sight months is the predominating length of term for the One Scon 
Districts.
11* High School Districts hare a higher building and site 
valuation than the other groups.
Chapter 3
ability to support toucatiqh
30
The ability of a group of people to finance a certain project 
stay he determined by the amount of wcmey which they een draw upon for 
the project# The ability of a school district to expert education may 
be determined by the aswmnt of wealth in the district th?t can be need 
for school purposes. Since the greater part of the school revenue conra 
from local taxes, it is a necessary conclusion that the source frost 
which the tares cone oust be awde the basis for ability to support edu- 
cation. The tenable assessed valuation of property in a district way 
therefore be a basis, or index, of ability to support education,
Paul 3. Hurt, in hie beob, State Support for Public Schools, says 
in part,
"In order that the burden of supporting the minimum pro­
gram nay be made to fall upon the people in all communities 
according to their ability to pay taxes, it Is necessary to 
hare a measure by which the relative ability of communities to 
support education may be determined. Just as the measure of 
educational need is required in order to determine the cost of 
a minimum program In a community, the measure of ability to pay 
taxes is required in determining the share of that cost which 
should be bora by the community through state and local taxes.
Hapoily, the problem may be made a simple one. It may 
be simplified first by eliminating theoretical ability to pay 
from consideration, fe need only to determine the ability to 
pay under the tax system actually used. **•*>
John Km Norton cites the wealth of a cosrronity as a measure of 
its economic power. The wealth of a state is therefore the basis for 
its ability to support education.?
1P«sul 3. Mort, State Support for Public Schoole, Bureau of Publi­
cations, Teachers* College Columbia University, Hew York City, 1926, 
ppm 16—17*
2. John Km Horton, The Ability of the States to Support Education, 
National Educational Association, Washington, ». C. 19?6, pp. 3-6.
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In 1934 about ninety per cent of the school revenue In McLean 
County came from local taxation.3 when the gre ter portion of the school 
revenue comes from local district taxation then the ability to support 
schools must be measured to a large extent by the taxable valuation of 
the property in the district.
A factor which enters in with the taxable valuation as a basis 
for ability to support schools is tbs number of pupils that a district 
must provide education for. An example will illustrate this factor.
If we have two school districts, each with a t&amble valuation of 
$800,000.00, it if quite clear that they both have the same ability to 
support, schools, as fry as taxable valuation Is concerned* One of the 
districts though, has a total enrollment of one hundred twenty-five 
pupils, the other district has a total enrollment of two hundred pupils. 
The ability of the district, with the two hundred pupils, Is much less 
per pupil, then in toe district with only one hundred twenty-five 
pupils. In other words there Is more taxable wealth behind each pupil 
in the district with one hundred twenty-five pupils, than In the dis­
trict having two hundred pupils enrolls! In ite schools*
Because of the fact then, that the per pupil ability of districts 
to support education is determined by the taxable value of property, 
and the amber of pupils attending school In the district, it becomes 
necessary to note the number of pupils enrolled, ae well as the total 
taxable valuation of property in each district.
3* Twenty-third Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction for the period ending June SO, 1934, Arthur R. Thompson, 
Superintendent, po. 89-70.
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Table IP shows th« enrollment In High School Districts by schools, 
over * firs year period, os well as the average for the period.
Table IP
Snrollmeut by Schools and Districts In High School Districts in 
MCLoaa County for the yenre 1930 to 1934*
1931 . 1933.___ 1334.
Diet- School Was- To- Wto- To- *?»>• To- ITum- To- Fum- To- five-year 
rlct Has- her tal her tal her tal her tal her tal Average
$usa- her
her _ . ..
1 1 362 396 364 38 B 3?f 367 326 363 306 336 368
2 16 16 16 18 17
3 19 9 17 10 13
4 1 300 300 267 267 230 230 266 266 267 267 264
7 l 131 146 137 160 139 149 133 143 133 140 146
2 16 13 10 10 7
8 l 269 269 268 268 264 264 286 *66 272 272 266.8
50 1 272 27? 268 268 259 269 229 229 208 208 247.2
51 1 431 461 424 446 389 406 410 430 409 433 432.8
2 20 ?1 16 20 24 ,
56 1 129 129 111 111 118 118 104 104 99 99 112.2
6? 1 133 164 ISO 166 139 168 146 170 141 163 160.0
3 l? 16. 9 10 11
4 9 10 10 14 11
22 . 1 ??q ?44 m m 2Q0 ..225*4 .
Totals 2347 2278 2183 2217 2126 2233.4
bounty Superintendent Annual Reports, 1930, 1931, 1933,1934
there were no sharp variations In enrollment In the various dist­
ricts over the five ye ■ * n*r*»4. for the yronp as a whole there Is a 
gradual decrease in enrollment. One will notice at once that there rve 
treat variations in enrollment among the districts. If «w fellow the 
coiuowt for the yo r 1934 we find a variation from ninety-nine pupils 
in in* uistrict with the emalleet enrollment to four hundred thirty- 
three pupils in the district with the largest enrollment.
On* will see from t&M# IS that there are variatione in enrollment 
In the Consolidated traded Districts am well,
fable 16
■Enrollment by School# and District# in Consolidated Graded District# 
of McLean County for the year# I95?n to 1934.a
Diet* School By To* By To- By To- By To- By To- Av-
rietfc 'School tal School tal School tal School tal School tal cr-
_______ _ __________________ — ___ _ __— --------------------------- M&
64 1 69 m 60 60 61 61 54 64 51 61 67,
67 l 77 97 74 93 70 98 86 06 37 114 97.4
2 9 10 16 1? 14
3 11 9 12 •' 3 13
73 1 73 73 72 7* m 86 62 62 68 68 66,0
76 1 87 87 78 n 84 84 87 87 81 91 83 6
79 1 28 44 24 37 a 33 81 i n 117 183 80.0
* ' 7 6 7 29 11
3 9 7 , . T 7 ..r „ 31 . 36 .....  . *■
Total 360 340 343 409 467 382,0
Eeporte, 1930, 1931, 1932," 1933, IBM*
The range in enrollment for the year 1934 is from fifty-on© pupils 
in district number slity-four to one lamsdred sirty-thre© pupils in dist­
rict amber sixty-seven. for the group as a whole there has been an in- 
create in enrollment.
A decrease in enrollment is noted in the One lorn Districts over 
a similar period (table if)# The range in enrollment in this group of 
districts for the year 1934 Is from fifteen pupils in, each of three 
district#! to eighty-three in district Bomber forty-seven.
It le quite evident from tatt.es 16, 16, and 17 that there is a 
wide range in enrollment among the school districts in McLean County* 
for the county as a whole the total enrollment from 1930 to 1934 has 
decreased by about two hundred*
Should »•, at thl* time, dare suopoe# that all school districts 
in McLean County had the sane taxable valuation there would he a great 
Inequality .per pupil in ability among the school districts to support
t&hL* 17
Snrollcaant in One 1 om School Districts in McLean County for
1930 and 1934
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Totals 2004 1916
Ccmnty Superintendent? ‘ Annual Seports for 1930* 1734. 
education because of the difference existing among the districts In 
enrollment* On# wold hardly expect to find & situation though, "'her# 
the taxable valuation of property would be the earn# in all dletricte.
This naturally lead# u* to the second step in this chapter, maiely, the 
taxable ruinations of the various school district#.
The taxable valuation of property, in McLean County as 1* shown 
In figure I has dropped from $20,876,£02*00 In 1930 to $10,169,fSO*00 
in 1934, a reduction of about fifty per cent. This reduction in tenable 
valuation has reduced the abilities of school districts to support their 
schools.
The column headed taxable valuation In table IS, shows at a glance 
that Inequalities exist among High School Districts in ability to sup* 
port educ tion when euch ability is bused upon the taxable valuations 
of prosperity. The taxable valuations were obtained from records in 
the office of the ctroaty superintendent.
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lory* She abilities of the High School Districts to support education 
on tt* t«ii of amounts that can he r«l*ed per pupil at an eighteen 
mill levy falls short of the required ability, as the average cost 
per pupil for the county in 1934 was sixty dollars per pupil* District* 
mseber seven comes the closest to meeting the requirement#, this 
district can raise $51.37 per pupil. It most, however, be pointed 
out that the school hoards in the Figfc School Districts can levy as 
high as twenty-seven mills for general school purposes if “authorised 
to do so by sixty por cent of the electors voting upon the question 
at a regular or special election. *C At a twenty-seven mill levy 
District number seven can raise seventy-air dollars. District 
number sixty-two shich showed the least ability to support schools 
can raise only thirty-three dollars per pupil oven at twenty-seven 
mills. The implications must therefore be that inequalities exist 
among the nigh School Districts in ability per pupil based on 
taxable valuation of property to support education. Mother 
implication is that an eighteen mill levy does not bring in enough 
revenue per pupil to meet the average per pupil cost in the county.
eState of Forth Dakota, General School laws, Arthur K  Thompson 
•Superintendent, 1935, Section 410, pl47.
S8
Table 19
That Can 3e Raised Par Pupil at Twenty-Seven Mill* at 
Pr««ent Valuation, Amount* at Slghteen Mills on On# 
Hundred Per Cont Valuation In Kiefe School 
District* In McLean County
Twenty-Seven eighteen ills on One
-.ietnisl—  ---- — UIs.--------- - ----
1 $37. S3 $6 4 .6 4
4 6 6 .2 4 72. 33
7 7 7 .0 6 108*16
8 3 7 .3 9 4 3 .6 4
so 3 9 .4 4 4 2 .6 0
n 3 4 .6 7 5 9 .8 2
56 6 2 .9 6 5 3 .9 6
0S 3 3 ,1 2 6 1 .1 8
~ - £ L .... — J£S«£f i  .......... .... ------ ______________________________
fahlo 19 Indicate* the amount* that say bo raised In High
School Districts at various levies and valuations. It Is interesting 
to note that a twenty-seven mill levy on the fifty per cent valuation 
doe* not begin to earns near the entrant raised at eighteen mills on 
the one hundred per cent valuation*
Column one In fable SO reveals similar Inequalities la 
taxable valuations in tbs Consolidated Graded Dletriete.
fable SO
total taxable Valuation, taxable Valuation Per Pupil, and Amounts 
That Can be Halted by A Sixteen Mill bevy In the 
Consolidated Or&ded Districts la 
McLean County 1934
District
Taxable Taxable Valuation Amount Balsed Per Pnpn „♦ m u
64 $190,336 $3,732 $59.71
67 162,836 1,340 21.44
73 166,228 2,866 45,84
76 150,734 1,737 27.79
79 88.209 541 _ 8.65
®Couaty Superintendents Annual Heport 1934
District number seventy-nine has the least ability to sup ert 
schools when based on both the taxable valuation and oar pupil ability. 
District number sixty-four has the greatest ability In both taxable 
valuation and taxable valuation per pupil* The range la taxable 
valuation per pupil Is from $641 in District number seventy-nine tc 
$3,772 In District number sixty-four. The last column In Table 20 
shows the amounts that can he raised by each of the districts at 
sixteen Kills, the legal limit without a special election. District 
sixty-four meets the average for the county, while District seventy- 
nine can raise only $8.65 per pupil. District number seventy-nine 
Is therefore thought of as having very little ability to support.
The situation in the district Is not as bad as It may seem. The 
district has many Indian pupils attending Its schools. The federal 
Government pays the greatest share of the school expenses of the 
district. In 1936 the federal Government built a $40,000 school 
building In the district and turned it over to the district as an 
outright gift.
(his Book Districts have a ouch greater ability per pupil to 
sup ort education than the other two groups of districts. A 
comparison of column two In Table 21 with column two in fables 18 
and 20 shows this to be true.
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fable 21
total taxable Valuation, taxable Valuation Per Pupil, and Amount That 
Can Be Raised Per Pupil at Fourteen Mills in the One Room 
School Districts in McLean County 1934
taxable _ taxable Valuation Amountr at
Meiriet....... Valuation** ..Per Funil ..... Fourteen Mills
2 *128,446 $6,361 $74.92
3 177,263 9,847 137.85
8 94,602 3,603 49.04
6 177,664 6,126 86.76
9 218,088 4,338 61.43
10 . 197,840 4,946 69.24
u 191,648 3,091 43.27
a 123,773 4,268 49.75
22 108,827 3,026 42,36
24 111,622 3,811 53.35
26 116,989 2,437 34.11
27 106,328 6,266 73.72
28 182,762 2,182 30.54
31 146,386 3,929 66.00
36 136,782 2,7lf 38.01
38 162,821 3,112 48.66
39 134,974 6,398 75.57
40 149,641 2,107 29,49
44 173,624 2,728 38.15
46 137,740 3,628 50.78
47 187,990 1,903 26.64
48 149,206 2,984 41.77
62 144,223 2,186 30.58
63 187,738 3,542 49.58
64 131,601 2,704 37.85
67 171,886 3,990 66.86
88 189,697 4,313 60,38
89 180,192 6,826 92,76
60 148,248 6,111 71.56
63 146,100 4,068 66,81
66 173,768 8,110 71.54
66 56,668 1,686 23.60
68 130,622 8,679 79.50
69 223,899 4,065 56.91
___m______ ____200.443_____ ___4«-QQ8____ _ _ _________ 56.11 .









71 $515,638 $2,531 $36*43
74 144,219 2,675 35,76
76 153,113 2,187 30.61
77 169,609 3,392 47.48
n 55,813 1,164 16*29
30 103,980 3,150 44.10
81 130,151 3,253 46.64
82 87,103 6,806 81.28
83 209,893 8,072 ll*,00
84 69,159 3,993 46* 10
36 31,165 2,077 29.07
86 30,023 2,001 28,01
87 62,121 3,269 45*76
___flfl.______ _____ _____ __________________
It Is evident from column one in Table SI that inequalities
in ability to support education exists among the One Boom School 
Districts also* Column two shows that similar inequalities exist 
among the districts on the basis of por pupil ability* There ere 
fourteen districts, that can raise $60 or more per pupil with a 
fourteen mill levy.
Table 82 which is compiled from data taken from Tablet 19, 
20, and 21, show that great Inequalities exist among the school 
districts In taxable valuation per.pupil* The inequalities are the 
greatest In the One Boom Districts*
Table 22
Taxable Valuation Per Pupil In the Various districts 




Hraber of Mstrlets With the Peslgnaied Taxable Valuation
Per Pupil One Roam
9 ,600 -9 ,999 1
9 ,000-9 ,499
8 ,600 -8 ,990





6 » 600-6,999 1
6 ,000-6 ,499 2
4 ,600-4 ,999 6
4 ,000—4', 499 1
3 ,600-3 ,999 6
3 |000*3|488 1 7
? ,6 0 0 -? ,9 9 9 i 7
2 ,000 -? ,499 2 1 6
1 ,600 -1 ,999 1 8
1 ,0 0 0 —1,499 6 1 2
600- 999 l 2
____ f e - j m _______ ______ _ ____ 1____________
I
Seme of the school district* hare property of railroad 
companies and power companies located within th*tr limits. This 
additional property increase* the taxable valuation in a district, 
consequently, the districts ability to support education le increased. 
Table 23 shows that there are twenty-eight school districts In "cLean 
county that haw# property of such companies within their limits* The 
material for this table was obtained from records in the County 
Auditor1# office.
Table 23
Taxable Valuation of Railroad Property and Power Plant Property 
by Districts In McLean County 1933-34®
District
WffiFtffrTF
Taxable Valuation of 
Railroad Property
Taxable Valuation of 
Power Plant Property Total*
1 169,534 $8,763 $68,297
2 19,740 3,284 23,024
3 39,966 2,985 42,950
4 40,086 268,648 308,734
7 50,831 3,142 53,973




31 7,560 2,985 10,546
36 14,580 14,850
38 3,036 3,035
47 8,190 2,926 11,115
50 74,819 4,782 79,601
51 104,283 37,378 141,661
52 2,985 2,985
56 86,660 6,060 91,710
57 15,640 1,756 17,295




67 26,366 6,526 32,890
69 44,216 7,766 £1,981
70 1,463 1,463
72 82,686 6,197 88,883
80 17,160 17,160
87 20,290 20,290
Totals 28 ___ 194.968___ __389.217____
"Records on file In the County Auditor* s office
District number four has a taxable valuation of $208,734 of
such property* This property add* greatly to the ability of such 
a district to support education. Thus we may conclude that such 
property may increase the taxable valuations of dietriets in which 
they are located.
It 1« quite evident from the dieeusston la tM* Chapter that 
inequalities in taxable valuation*, as well at taxable valuations 
per pupil exist among the school districts in Melees county and that 


























financial Effort to Support Spools .
Three indices of finanei’il effort shown on the part of the 
districts to support education will he used In comparing the effort 
shown by the school districts. They aret first, effort as shown by 
tax rates levied on taxable property in the district; second, the 
amount expended per pupil for school purposes; third, the relationships 
of expenditure per pupil, to taxable valuation per pupil*
Effort Based on T*oc Bate
A school district which levies the naximun allowed by law for 
school purposes is showing a greater effort to support its schools than 
a district vhltah does not levy the maximum, all other things being equal* 
In order to compare districts on the basis of the tax rate it become! 
necessary to examine the school laws of Worth Dakota in order to find 
out shat levy limitation apply in the various school districts in 
McLean County*
Section 402 of the school laws of North Dakota provides that,
"The aggregate amount levied by any school district whether 
cowmen, independent or special shall not exceed such amount ae 
will be produced by a levy of fourteen (14) mills on ths dollar 
of the net asset-3«d valuation of the district; provided, hor-ever, 
that any school district may levy not to exceed eighteen mills 
(18) on the dollar of the net assessed valuation, If the excess, 
or eucn portion thereof as may be necessary. Is to be used for the 
purpose of paying tuition, at provided by lew, of resident rnpils 
who attend high school in another district, except that:
(2) Any district giving two years of standard high school work 
may levy taxes not to exceed sixteen (16) mills and;
(3) Any district giving four years of standard high school 
m tk may levy act to exceed eighteen (19) mills, and;
(4' Any school district maintaining a consolidated school may
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School districts that levy the regular Halt of eighteen, sixteen, 
and fourteen sills, respectively, for their class of district will he 
considered as showing a maxi bub effort to sup ort their soheeis, and 
districts that levy more than the above up to the final limit of twenty- 
seven, twenty-four, and twenty-one sills, respectively, for the three 
groups of districts will he considered as shoving a greater than aaxl- 
bjgbb effort to ualntaln schools.
The tax rates for tho High School Districts for a five year 
period are shown in table twenty-four. The data for this table and 
other tables in this chapter was obtained from records in tho county 
superintendents office.
fable ad
fax Bates for School Purposes for A Period of five Tears 
In The High School Districts In McLean County*
District 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934
1 .018 .018 .018 .018 .018
4 .027 .0252 .018 .018 .018
7 .0139 .018 .018 .027 .02064
8 .027 .0252 .018 .027 .027
to .023 .0254 .0249 .018 .027
»1 *0245 .027 .018 .027 ..0268
56 .0078 .018 .018 .018 .018
62 .018 .018 .0119 .018 .018
72 .0173 018 .018 .018 .027
County Superintendent's Animal Beports, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934.
In 1934 all of the High School Districts shoved a maxisraa
or greater than uaximus effort to support their schools, five of tho 
districts levied more than eighteen aills, and four districts levied
49
School districts that levy the regular limit of eighteen, sixteen, 
and fourteen mills, respectively, for their class of district will he 
considered as showing a maximum effort to support their schools, and 
districts that levy more than the above up to the final limit of twenty- 
seven, twenty-four, and twenty-one mills, respectively, for the three 
groups of districts will he considered as showing a greater than maxi­
mum effort to maintain schools.
Ths tax rates for ths High School Districts for a five year 
period are shown in table twenty-four. The data for this table and 
other tables In this chapter was obtained from records in the oounty 
superintendents office.
Table 34
Tax Bates lor School Purposes For A Period of Five Tears 
In Ths High School Districts In McLean County*
District 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934
1 .018 .018 .018 .018 .018
4 .027 .0252 .018 .018 .018
7 .0139 .018 .018 .027 .02064
3 .027 .0252 .018 .027 .027
50 .023 .0254 .0249 .018 .027
51 .0245 .027 .018 .027 ..0268
56 .0078 .018 .018 .018 .018
62 .018 .018 .0119 .018 .018
72 .0173 018 .018 .018 .027
RCounty Superintendent*s Annual Beports, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934.
In 1934 all of the U gh School Districts showed a maximum 
or greater than maximum effort to support their schools. Five of the 
districts levied more than eighteen mills, and four districts levied
50
the maximum of .014 mill*, end thirty three that levied more then the 
maximum of .016 mills. fee dletriote levied beyond the .021 mill limit. 
Their levies went heyond the limit because they bed made additional 
Judgment levies. In 1930 fifteen of the districts levied the maximum 
of .014 mills, and one levied .016 mills. In 1930 the average levy 
was .00843 mills* in 1934 it was .01534 mille. or an average for the 
five year period of .01311 millo.
The range in tax rate for school purposes among the One Room 
School Districts in 1934 mas .006 mills. This indicates that there 
are great inequalities in tax rates for school purposes among the 
districts, even though the group as a whole shows great effort to 
maintain their schools.
Comparing the three groups of districts in average tax rates 
for the five year period wo find that they rank in the following order 
from highest to lowestt High School Districts, Consolidated Graded 
School District*, One Room School District*. Banking the groups of 
districts on the basis of avorago tax rates for th# year 1934 we find 
them in the same order. This may indicate that the High School Districts 
show a greater effort on the basis of tax rate to support schools.
Tables 34, 35, and 36, give conclusive proof that inequalities exist 
between the school districts in McLean County in the amount of effort 
that is shown in supporting the schools. Some of the districts havo 
put forth all of the effort allowed them by law, that is they have 
raised the tax rate to the limit allowed by the statutes, while other 
districts showed no levies at all for some years.
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eighteen mill*. Only four times daring the fire year period did any 
of the dietriota levy less than eighteen mills. The average tax levies 
for each of the five years is as felloest 1930, .0961 mills} 1931, 
.03143 mills} 1933, .01806 mills} 1933, .03100 millsf 1934, .03334 
mills, or an average of .03047 mills for the period. There is an 
increase of about .003 mills in the tax levy from 1930 to 1934.
Sven though all of the High School Districts shoved a great 
effort in 1934 to maintain their schoola there were also inequalities 
in the effort. The difference between the lowest rate ahd the highest 
was .009 mills.
In 1934 all of the Consolidated Graded Districts, except dis­
trict number 79 put forth sore than a maxisum effort to support their 
schools, bseauso as is soan in the last column in tablo 35 tho tax 
roto was over .018 mills for all tho districts except number 39. Dis­
trict number 79, it will be recalled, has a large number of Indian 
ahlldron attending its schools and ths federal Government pays the 
district a tuition for thoso students. Eleven times during the five
Table 35
Tax Sates for School Purposes In Consolidated Graded School Districts 
In McLean County Over A five Tear Period8
District 1930 1931 1933 1933 1934
64 .000
Tax Hats
.016 .014 .014 .030
67 .000 .0158 .014 .018 .018
73 .016 .016 .016 .018 .0178
76 .0353 .0339 .0334 .034 .036
__ 22_____.. ...-aflafl_____ iU Z ___. ...-vOiaa_________
*Gounty Superintendent*s Annual Boports, 1930, 1931, 1933, 1933, 1934.
5£
7®** period did any of the districts levy lots than the maxima rate, 
fho average rata for each of tho five years it at follows: 1930,
.00834 wills* 1931, .01894 aillt| 1933, .01338 willti 1933, .01830 wills* 
1934, .01930 wills, or an average for the five years of .01517 wills. 
Thore was an increase of .01096 wills in tho tax rata frow 1930 to 1934, 
Inequalities in tax rates are notsd for tho Consolidated Graded 
School Distriots as the rata ranges frow .0143 wills in district number 
79 to .036 wills In district number 76. This is an indication that 
there are inequalities in effort shown to support schools among tho 
Consolidated Graded School Districts, even though they have all shown 
that they are willing to sxtond themselves in order to provide education 
for the children,
A comparison of tax rates in oolunn two table 36 shows that there 
were thirteen One Boon School Districts in 1934 that did not levy their 
maxi stum Halt of .014 wills. Oolunn one in the same table ehowe that
fable 36
Tax Bates for School Purposed in the One Boon School Districts




















































____M ___________________________ > m ________ ________ ,228_____
aCounty Superintendent's Annual Bep6rt, 1930,1934.
In 1930 there were thirty-two district* that did not lewy the
of .014 nills. Zn 1934 there were three districts that levied
54
Iffort Based on Par Pupil Expend!tures 
School districts may he ooanared In effort to support schools 
on ths basis of tho amounts expanded par pupil. Table 37 shows a 
spread of $83*98 in expenditure per pupil between the districts that
Table 27
Total Expenditures, Total Enrollment, Total Expenditure Per Pupil 








1 30,364.84 336 60.60
4 11,612.36 367 43.11
7 17,257.92 140 123.37
8 16,036.99 272 55.24
60 13,966.63 308 63.34
51 18,497.67 433 43.71
56 6,933.64 99 59.93
63 $ 6,404.31 163 39.39
.. ____JttK......-
have the highest and lowest expenditures per pupil. District nunber 
63 spent $39.39 per pupil and district nunber seven spent $133.37 
per pupil. Comparisons between other dietrlote can be made in similar 
manner. District nunber one spent about three tines as much for education 
as did district number fifty six, yet on the basis of enrollment they 
spent about the sane per pupil. The school expenditures of District 
nunber seven was almost three tines as great as the school expenditures
of district number sixty two. At tho sane tine the per pupil expenditure 
of Bistrict nunber seven was about three tines the per pupil expenditures
of District nunber sixty two. Tho average per pupil expenditure for
55
the Rich School District was $59.72.
The range in expenditures per pupil is net as grant among the 
Consolidated Grade School Districts. The last column in Table 28 
shoes the range to be $51.29 per pupil. District ntssber seventy nine 
spent the least per pupil and District number sixty seven spent the
Table 28
Total Expenditures, Total Enrollment, Total Expended Per Pupil in
»d Graded School Diet 
K&Lean County, 1934









64 2.864.18 61 66.88
67 9,293.14 114 81.61
73 1.753.86 58 30.22
76 5,042.60 81 62.25
_ 2 2 ------ ___m ______ ________________
the most per pupil. The average per pupil expended for the Consolidated 
Graded Districts sas $66.08* It is Interesting to point out at this 
tins that the district with the highest enrollment has the lowest per 
pupil expenditures, while the district with the next hipest enrollment 
had the highest per pupil expenditures.
In the One Boom School District* we find the greatest range in 
expenditures per pupil (Table 29). the range in per pupil expenditure 
Is from $11.27 in District number seventy eight to $210.36 in District 
number eighty seven. This is a range of $204.09 per pupil. District 
number eighty seven spent eighteen times as much per pupil as did 
»istrict number seventy sight. Whs average per pupil expenditure in
56
Tabl# 39
total Sxpendituree, fatal Xnrollaent, end Total Expended Por Pupil in
the One Bona School Districts in McLean County, 1934*
Total Total Amount Expended












































Total Total Amount Expanded
Per* Punil
80 $1,793.26 33 $64.34
81 3,331.70 40 83.29
82 1,177.81 16 78.52
83 1,673.60 26 60,52
84 1,329,01 £1 63,28
8E 1,317.92 18 87,19
86 810. 9S 16 54.06
87 4,092.03 19 215^36
__ as_____ ____L2Q________ ZLmM ____________
aCotmty Superintendent * a Report, 1934,
She One Room School Districts was >57.80.
. The range in per pupil expenditure for McLean county is from 
$215.36 In District number ei^ty-seren to $11.27 in District number 
seventy-nine. Shis ranee shows that unusual inequalities exist in per 
pupil expenditures in the county. It is important to note that the. two 
extremes in expenditures are found in the One Room School Districts.
Relationship of Expenditure Per Pupil to Taxable 
Valuation Per Pupil
For this comparison, the basis is the rank of each district in 
taxable valuation per child and expenditure per child. Figure F shews
that District number seven ranks first in the. taxable valuation per child 
as well as first in the expenditure per child. The correlation of the
two rankings Is perfect for this district. The fact that the district 
has the same rank in both shows that it puts forth an effort to support 
its schools somewhat in accordance with its rank in ability. District 
number sixty-two ranks second in taxable valuation per child and fourth 
In expenditure per child. District number sixty-two ranks ninth in
f
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taxable valuation par child and alao ninth in expenditure per child. 
Only two of tha districts show ths sans rank in tha taxable valuation 
par pupil and expenditure par pupil. These rankings are only a rough 
indication of a district's effort to support* A district «ay rank 
first in aaounta expended per pupil and yet it nay not be showing the 
greatest effort to support, because it nay not bo levying according to 
its ability,
Using the rank of e district in the two itons ae an lndox to a 
dietriote offort to support wo find that districts noabar 4, 51, and 
56 do not support schools In accordance with their rank in ability, 
for thay rank higher in ability but low in expenditure per pupil. 
Districts nunbor one. eight, fifty, and savesty two, sup ort beyond 
their rank in ability, because they rank high in expenditure per pupil 
and low in taxable valuation par pupil.
Figure 0 shows the ranking of the Consolidated Craded School 
Districts on the basis of taxable valuation per pupil. Three of the 
districts show the sane rank in wealth and expenditure per pupil, 
which would bo taken to naan that they put forth an effort to support 
schools equal to their ability to support schoole.
Table 30
Bank in Taxable Valuation Per Pupil, Rank in Expenditure Per 
Pupil of the One Boob School Districts in 
McLean County, 1934
District
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Three of the One Boom School Districts show the same rank in 
taxable valuation per pupil and expenditures per pupil. (Table 30). 
Twenty-two of the districts have a higher, rank in expenditures per 
pupil than in taxable valuation per pupil. Twenty-four of the districts 
have a higher rank in taxable valuation per pupil than in expenditure 
per pupil.
The school districts in McLean County exhibit a great effort to 
maintain their schools. Greater effort has been shown during 1934 
than during previous years. The majority of the school districts levy 
beyond the rate set by law, which means that special elections have had 
to be held in the districts to authorize the school boards to extend 
the levy within the fifty per cent additional levy. When the people 
in a school district are willing to vote additional taxes upon them­
selves in order that their schools can be kept open, they are certainly 
doing all that they can to support education.
In spite of the great effort shown there are also great 
inequalities among the districts in the efforts put forth to support 
the schools. There are inequalities in the tax rates, and inequalities 
in the amount expended per pupil. When one district spends two bundfed 
and fifteen dollars for each pupil attending school, and another dis­
trict only spends eleven dollars for each pupil attending there are 



















































• district that Aid not lory as much was not potting forth as grant 
effort* Since inequalities in ability to support education sad sine* 
Inequalities in effort shorn by districts to support education sadists, 
the inclination is that insqualitiss in revenue for school districts 
else exists*
The source of revenue for school districts in McLean County in 
1934 eas (1} local district tax, (8) stats apportionment, (S) stats 
Aid, (4) County tuition fund, (8) Tuition from other districts,
(6} Federal Aid, (?) sale of certificates and bonds, and (8) other 
minor revenue and non^revssuo sources*
The standard accounting form used by all school boards in north 
Dakota has two main divisions! the receipts la the general fund and 
the expenditures of tho general fund. Into the General fund go all 
receipts for the current expenditure# of the school districts* In 
this study, receipts in the General fund will he considered under two 
mala heads, namely, (1) receipts from local taxation or local sources, 
and (8) receipts from other than local etwee* This division is used 
la order to arrive at a basis of comparison between local support 
and other than local support, tlhder '’Receipts fro® local sources," 
will be the following divisionsj first, receipts from local taxes; 
second, other revenue and non-revenue receipts! third, receipts from 
sale of bonds, and certificates of indebtedness. Receipts from bonds 
and certificates is included as local, because the money to pay for 
those bond# must earns from the local taxation, even though the money 
received from the sale of the bonds comes frem outside of the districts.
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Tender "Receipts from other than local sourcesthe following divisions 
are v.sedj first, receipts from state apportionment| second, receipts 
from state aid} third, receipts from County Tuition Fund, fourth, . 
tuition from other districts, and fifth, TUdor 1 Aid,
Receipts from Local source
It is clearly evident from table 31 that the district tax brings 
in the largest revenue for tills division, The district tax consists 
of money received by the district from a mill levy made by the board of 
education of the district upon the taxable valuation of peoperty within 
the district. This levy is based upon the budget of the coming fiscal 
period, A copy of the levy as made by tbs board of education for the 
fiscal period must bo sent to the county auditor on or before July 30, 
The county auditor then makes the levy upon the property in the districts 
together with all other levies, Ths value of the property is determined 
by the local assessors. This local assessor system has been criticised 
for some time as being very unfair and unjust. As tax soil actions are 
made the county treasurer at stated periods turns tbs money over to the 
district treasurer.
School boards can not m  beyood certain rates in their levies 
for the General Fund, The limitations set by law are as followsj One 
Doom School Districts, not ewer fourteen mills| Consolidated Graded 
School Districts, not over sixteen millsf and High School Districts,
sot over eighteen mills, upon the taxable valuation of property in the
1district,
•̂stats of Horth Dakota, Gene m l  School Laws, 1935, Arthur X, 
Thompson, Section 403, p, 148,
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T*m above rates though m y  be miesd fifty per cent by a sixty per oent 
vote of the voters at a regtilar or speoial election.8
Table 30L shove that receipts tern the sale ©f bonds and eertifi- 
eates ears next In anounte to that received f r m  the diatriet tax*
Other revenue and nan-revenue receipts prove to be a rather minor itecu
Table 31
Heeeipta from local Sources for High School Districts in Mel,can
County for the years 1933 and 1934 *






I $6,940.10 $ 743*38 $ 8,000 $ 15,683.38
4 8,394.88 88.87 8,363.09
7 8,770.31 373.36 5,000 9414.67
a 4,486*39 580.16 4,000 9,066.55
50 4,818.00 349.06 4,561.06
51 8,896.64 488.42 5,000 14,379.06
56 8,678,38 £04.63— 3,883.01
68 8,086.69 803.73 2,830.48
78 5*077.81 453*18 5,530,99
Totals146,438.14 3,409.19 83,000 78,812.23
i m
1 7,941.13 3,866.93 6,800 18,008.06
4 7,800.00 515.41 7,715.41
7 8,843.51 859.28 7,600 16,708.79
3 9,038.68 340.38 9,069.14
50 6,735*98 456.34 7,198.29
51 16,571.51 375.08 16,946.56
56 3,806.97 683.20 1,000 5,490.17
68 3,980.48 166.14 3,086.68
78 5.919.61 56.70 8.300 JUggiS.
Totalsi 68,967.78 6,419.57 17,700 93,087,35
•County 'uperintsnftentt Annual imports, 1933 and 1934.
* State of North Dakota, General ohool taws, 1935- Arthur E.
Thonpson, Superintendent, Section 410 p. 149,
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A comparison of receipt* from taxes for the tv© year* show an 
Increase for the year 1*54. There is no valuable increase In the tax 
rate for the year over that of 1933, so the increase in receipts for 
local taxation 1* primarily due to payments of delinquent taxes. Many 
Federal Loans were made during the year, and one oonditlon of the loan 
was that delinquent taxes had to he paid.
The amount of delinquent tare* ran very high In "clean County 
for the year 1933. (Table 32)
Table 32
Amount of Tax Levy, Receipts from Tax Levy, Amount of Delinquent 
Taxes for the Tear 1933 in the High School Districts in
MdLeaa county *
District Tex Levy Receipts from 
Tax Levy .-PgiAMPffft M M  Amount per Cent
1 $ 9,075.00 $ 0,949.10 $ 2,126.50 23
4 9,746.94 8,334.82 1,412.12 14
7 10,220.79 2,770.31 7,456.48 72
6 9,047.18 4,486.39 4,550,79 15
30 5,077.81 4,212.00 1,450.81 27
SI 18,374.39 3,896.64 9,477.75 51
3d 4,633.18 3,078.38 956,80 20
62 3,728.71 8,020.69 1,702.02 45
72 5,145.29 5,077,81 67.48 1
Average Tax Delinquency* S»%
^Records in County Auditors Office.
The variations among the districts la tile amounts of unoollootsd 
tames is quite evident. District amber ae.»en has a tax delinquency 
of seventy-two per cent while district number seventy-two has a tax 
delinquency of only one per cent.
variations In tax payments from year to year, because of tax 
delinquency is not oonduetlve to a successful financial management of
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the school district*.
Table 33 shows • stellar condition 1b tha Consolidated Oradsd 
Districts. Thor* Is a variation of over two thousand dollars I® receipts 
between ths two years. Total receipts 1* 1934 was §18,431.16. And la 
1933 ths total receipts wore $11,059.18.
Table 38
Receipts tram. Loeal 'Bourses la Consolidated (Traded Districts la SfoXaaa 
County to r the Tears 1938-33 and 1933-34®
District local Taxes Other Revenue Bonds And Totals 
And Non-Revenue Certificates
1933
64 $963,15 $668.00 $1,587.15
67 3,105.03 l4l cl>6 5,846.19
73 945*44 58.40 997.84





.t n jo 'T O lw 1
64 1,405.13 115,00 1,1 00 8,600.13
67 8,796.07 8,693.88 500 5 ip v0$ eQ©









■County superintendent’s Annual Report, 1933 and 1934.
District auriber sixty-elfdit a One anew School District received 




Receipts from Local Sources for the One Room School Districts in
McLean County for the Year 1933-34a
District
. fa  ............
Local Taxes Other Revenue 
And Non-Revenue
Bonds and Total 
Certificates
8 $ 871.34 $ 500 $1,371.34
3 1,692.58 41.27 1,733.83
5 138.50 $41.27 170.17
6 1,329.31 243.99 1,573.30
9 2,164.13 57.87 2,222.00
10 4,068.39 84.52 4,152.91
11 2,842.05 3.30 2,845.35
21 1,837.89 5.96 500 2,343.85
22 1,449.10 3.35 1,452.45
24 1,298.95 5.58 800 2,104.53
26 1,832.98 42.73 1,875.71
27 550.05 1.48 651.53
28 2,359.11 36.06 2,395.17
31 1,706.57 474.32 1,100 3,280.89
36 143.65 325.23 468.88
38 1,896.06 3.71 1,899.77
39 1,487.04 1,487.04
40 1,987.09 398.39 2,385.48
44 183.92 126.67 310.68
46 1,900.04 10.73 1,910.77
47 2,486.76 470.89 2,957.65
48 1,133.91 22.84 2,200 3,362.75
52 3,263.32 35.43 900 3 f203•80
53 2,314.72 117.14 2,431.86
54 2,053.50 53.19 2,106.69
57 1,705.30 375.88 2,081.18
58 1,693.73 1.22 1,699.95
59 321.26 1,020.41 1,341.67
60 1,000.00 15.88 1,015.88
63 1,840.31 17.19 1,857.50
65 1,634.07 919.30 2,553.37
66 774.40 22.09 1,800 2,596.49
68 189.06 189.06
69 3,461.92 105.12 3,567.04
70 3,408.19 467.60 3,875.6971 538.38 538.38
74 259.29 694.44 953.7375 1,496.50 471.75 1,968.25
77 1,309.18 7.34 1,316.52
78 163.43 105.18 268.61
aCounty Superintend^ Annual Report, 1930*
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80 $1,165,60 $16*80 $850 $1,431,80
81 1,771.96 49,68 1,000 3,881,58
83 1,080,73 80*48 1,041.21
83 3,303,61 45*54 8,348.15
84 1,385.90 80*37 1,406,87
83 388.40 1*96 700 990,36
8d 370,16 813.36 483.53
87 817*45 88,31 845.76
88 -.180,53 -.849,62 400.14
Totals! 70,876,38 7,654*54 0,750,00 88,880.88
The largest source of revenue for school districts la McLean 
County Is the loeal district tax* Because of the tax delinquencies 
which causes variations In tax payments each year, financial atnags- 
neat of the school districts becomes a difficult problem*
The largest revenue for the One Boom -school Districts was from 
stats apportionment. The only source of revenue mas county tuition* 
There was no state aid for the year 1934, neither were there any 
tuition receipts from other districts. The One Roam School Districts 
do not naintni n high schools*
Receipts Other then Local sources 
State Apportionment
The state apportionment or state tuition fund is made up from 
(1) fines and penalties arising from violations of the stats laws}
(E) process from the leasing of school lands, and (3) Interest sad 
income from the state permanent school fund* The state apportionment 
fund is apportioned among the several counties by ths Superintendent 
of rubllc Instruction in proportion to ths number of children of school
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age residing In each according to the census enumeration, and the County 
superintendents further apportion It among the several districts on the 
same basis.3
State Aid
The state aid fund consists of appropriations by the state legis­
lature, and is apportioasd annually among the school districts by the 
Superintendent of Publlo Instruction according to the classification of 
the schools in the districts, "Hie amounts each class of school is to 
receive is given below*
eroded chools of the 1*1 ret Class........ ,$100.00
Graded Schools of the second Class..*...... 78.00
Graded Schools of the Third Class...,...*•• 50,00
Rural One Room Schools of the First Class.......$100.00
Rural One Roan Schools of the Second Class.....  80.00
Rural One Room Schools of the Third class.,.,,., 60,00
Provided also, that if tax rate the previous year is four mills or less
than seven, the above amounts shall bo doubled for each class of sohool,
end if the tax rate for the preceding pear le seven mills or greater
these amounts shall be trebled,4
Consolidated Schools of the First Class.......,$500.00
Consolidated Schools of the Second Class...... 250.00
Consolidated Schools of the Third Class........ 800.00
Provided also, that in any district where the tax levy the preceding
year le four mills end less than seven each school shall receive double
the above amounts, and where the tax rate Is seven mills or more each
5
school shall receive treble the amount.
3iState of North Dakota, General School laws, 1935, Arthur K, 
Thompson, superintendent, section 270, p;.i33 
4Ibid., Section 870, pp. 101-180 
®Xbid., Section 371, p, 108,
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High Schools of tiio first Class........,,.$800.00
High Schools of tho eeond Glace.......... SCO.00
High Schools of tho Third Class........... 900.00
If tho appropriation for any year is not enough ho moot tho 
figures tho total amount is prorated among tho various sahools.
Tho legislature in 1088 failed to sake an appropriation for tho 
fond, thus putting it out of operation.
County Tuition fund
Tho receipts for tho county tuition fund are obtained from throe 
sources, (1) county school poll tax,7(8) tho county tax of one-half 
mill? (3) a tax of one mill in aid of rural, graded, and consolidated 
schools. The last la eatabliahsd when tan par cant of the voters, who 
rated for governor during the last election, petition the county 
eoamlssioners at least forty days prior to a general election asking
that a tax be so levied. If a majority of the people voting era in
9
favor of it the levy is established. The county tuition fund le 
apportioned among the districts by the oounty superintendent according 
to the school census.
Tuition Fran other Districts
Students residing in districts that do not Maintain high schools 
may attend high school in districts maintaining high schools. Previous 
to tho passing of the equalization lav in 1935, districts in which the 
students resided paid the tuition to such high school district. The
’state of North Dakota, General school Laws, 1935, Arthur S. 
Thompson, .'Superintendent, action 386, p. 137.
®Tbid., Section 386, p. 137,
*Ibid., Section 389, p. 138*
equalization law provides for the payment of such tuition, not by the 
district, but by the equalisation fund* 3uoh tuition payment shall be 
in the sum of one dollar and fifty cents per week of actual attendance 
for eaeh non-resident high school student.10
Federal Aid
This ie generally in the fOm of aid for vocational ooutdos.
In 1954, federal aid to sohocOLa in HoLaen County consisted mainly of 
aid to districts to help pay teacher's ealarioe* In 1934 the total 
federal aid to McLean County schools was#,566*00 dlrlded as follows:
High School Districts
District number 8* •••.».*•.••,*1,145.00
Dlstlet number SO*............ 8,010*90
3,185.00
Consolidated Graded Districts
District number 73***••••••••• $300*00







D i a t r i m m h . *  VI.,...,,
District number 81..«...<
District WtratVtfti* B 5 . . . . . . .
District iBiSber 86.....
1,451.00
Tables 38, 36, and 37 which were prepared frost data obtained 
la the County Superintendent’s office shows the amount received from the
*°3tate of Horth Dakota, General School Lows, 1935, Arthur K* 
Thompson, superintendent, ection 33, pp* 88-89*
various sources for each district*
Table 33
Amounts Received by High School Districts in Kelson County to r The
Years 1933 and 1934* from rtete Apportionment, State Aid* County 














1 $1,017.96 $ 306,00 $487.56 $2,008.87 $3,820,39
4 683.63 489.00 387.43 2,032.00 3,532,06
7 420.84 325,80 199.57 604.00 1,450.21
3 675.36 306.00 320.26 2,077.62 3,379.24
SO 594.72 325,80 282.02 2,058.00 3,160.54
SI 1,617*84 329.80 767,19 1,919.20 4,634.03
56 200,60 325.80 88,50 973.00 1,587.90
62 487.00 108.60 227,05 1,180.00 1,994.45
72 58JU M m an 248.51 3,048,49
TotalSj 213.91 2,322.00 2*948,09 14,722.51 26,607.31
---- 1934
1 1*267.66 825.66 2,666,70 4,660.04
4 7717.76 581.25 532.62 2,634.09 4,492.72
7 468.94 302.94 516.71 1,288.59
8 726.40 469.26 469.26 3,065.38
80 606.87 302.04 1,695.75
S i 1*924.82 1*243.44 891.46 8,059.72
86 491*84 296.05 787,87
68 487.34 314.82 2,199.33 2,993.49
72 588,20 576*20 2 |20O f08 3.118.57
Totals* 7,274*00 581.85 4*753.03 15,851.44 28,356.72
bounty Superintendent*e Annual Report, 1934.
The largest source of revenue for High School Districts for both 
years was from tuition from other districts* (Table 36)* Bsosipts 
from state apportionment was next* county tuition third* and state aid 
fourth* One will notice that there were no receipts from the state Aid
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fund In 1934, with the exception of district number four, which received 
a special aid to nethh federal funis for vocational courses. As was 
previously pointed out there were no appropriations made by the 1933 
legislature for this fund.
It is important to note, that the receipts from all of the other 
sources remain about the sans fbr the two years. There are variations 
among the districts in the amounts received by eaeh, This of course la 
due primarily to the fact that apportionment of the various funds le 
made on a per pupil basis.
Table 36
Amounts Tieeeivod by consolidated Graded Districts in ttetean County 
for 1933 anil 1934 from the State Apportionment, State AM,












64 $ 248.67 $ 108.77 $ 343.44
69 289.80 $ 217,20 137.43 $ 119.34 703.77
73 234.36 217.20 111.14 562.70 /
76 864.60 371.50 125.48 961.58
79 -28.96 151*16 S A g i S . 3.351.05
Totals) 1,859.31 734.86 630.98 3,262.09 6,287.54
1934
64 284.84 172.22 461.06
67 361.66 233.64 159.15 809.45
73 315.70 203.94 519.64
76 349.41 225.72 368,72 943.51
79 253.44 & » g a a a
Totals) 1,703.93 1,092.96 5,822.72 8,674.61
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Receipts from tuition from other dietricta is the largest item 
tor the consolidated %aded Group.
Table 3?
iuamints Received By one Boon Districts in McLean County in 1934,
from the state Apportionment, and county Tuition Fund. a
District State Apportionment County Tuition Fund Total*
• $ 104.80 $ 67.38 $171.52
3 144.06 93.06 237.11
S 116.47 75.84 191.71
6 171.64 110.88 288.52
• 180.84 116*82 297.66
10 303.21 113.85 317.06
11 418.17 199.98 618.1C
SI 190.03 122.76 312.*9
88 199.22 128.70 327.9ft
84 123.10 124.74 247.84
86 269.55 138.60 404.15
27 122.60 79.20 201.80
28 318.63 201.96 514.59
31 98.08 63.36 161.44
36 173.74 109.35 883.09
38 193.09 124.74 317.83
39 183.01 100.98 283.99
40 306.50 198.00 504.50
44 103.88 288.61 392.49
46 199.as 128.70 337,93
47 412.96 873.24 686.20
48 236.01 152.46 383.47
52 349.40 285.72 575.12
53 259.16 174.24 433.40
54 183.90 113.80 302.70
57 814.55 138.60 353.15
08 260.67 148.56 403.2359 200.60 122.76 383.2660 160.88 101.85 868.13
63 £20.68 142.36 363.2465 894.86 182.81 477.07
66 113.41 73#26 186.6768 174.71 112.86 887.5769 220.68 148.56 363.2470 217.62 140.58 358.2071 67.48 43.56 110.96
74 232,94 150.48 383.48
75
Table 97 Continued
Diet riot state Apportionment County Tuition Fund Totals
75 $ 303.44 $ 196.02 $ 499.46
77 363.59 170.28 353.87
76 128.73 83.16 211.89
80 159*38 102.96 262.34
81 142.56 220.68 363.24
82 58.24 37.62 95.86
03 183.90 118.80 302.70
64 131.80 85.14 216.94
85 76.63 49.50 126.13
86 94.06 58.65 152.71





Comparison between Receipts from Loeal ources and Receipts 
from other than local Source#
About twenty per cent of the total reedtpts by school districts 
in 1934 was from other than loeal sources. If we include tuition from 
other districts as reoeipts from loeal sources, ae we might easily do, 
because the tuition is raised by loeal districts and paid to other 
districts, the combined per cent of state and county aid would be about 
ten per oent.
The relationship between receipts from loeal sources and reoeipts 
from other than local souroas for the year 1934 for the High School 
Districts, and Consolidated Graded Districta la shown in Figure H,
All districts, except District Numbs* seventy-nine show receipts from 
loeal taxation to be much hlger than that resolved from other sources. 
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majority of pupils la the district are Indian children, and the federal 
Government paya tuition to the district for those students#
figure i shows the relationships between receipts from local~v
sources and receipts from other than local sources in several One Hoorn 
school Districts la McLean County for the year 1934#
Receipts from other than local sources are for the most part the 
earn for all districts, while receipts from local sources show great 
variations .
The general inference seems to be that revenue from the state 
Is of a more stable nature# It toes not fluctuate or vary a great deal 
among districts*. Nor does it vary greatly from one year to another# 
Receipts from local sources are not as stable. Variations In receipts 
from local taxes are due In a certain extent to variations in property 
values, and tax delinquency indications are that there should be a 
change to state support with local aid, instead of local support with 
state aid# The North Sakata Government Survey Ccrandssion of 1932 made 
the recomendat 1 on that school support be changed from one of local 
sttwfflft with state aid to one of state support with local aid,11 One 
step in this direction was made by the 1935 legislature, when it passed 
the state Equalization fund law#
' State Equalization fund
The State Equalization Fund was established by the State legis­
lature in 1935, The main provisions are as follows, (1) The first 
1500,000 shall be distributed to the elementary schools on the basis





of need* The basis of need is to be determined by the State Superin­
tendent of Public Instruction, (2) the fund shall pay to High school 
Districts the sum of one dollar and fifty cents per seek for each non­
resident high school student in attendance at such school} (3) forty 
thousand dollars shall be paid for high school correspondence work;
(4) the remainder of the fund shall be divided among the districts 
on a teacher unit basis of $175.00 per grade school teacher-unit and 
1150.00 per high school teacher-unit per year. (Teaeher-unlt has been 
interpreted to mean per teacher.) Should the balance in the fund be 
insufficient to make payment in full to the districts on this basis the 
balance shall be prorated among the districts. During the year 1935-36 
the prorating wae on the basis of three dollars per week per high school 
teacher unit, and three dollars and fifty cents per grade teacher unit 
of $108.00 for the year for each high school teacher unit, and $186.00 
for the year for each grade teacher unit.
The revenue for the fund comes from the Sales Tax Act passed by 
the 1935 legislature. This was referred to a vote of the people on 
July 15, 1935, and upheld by them. Should the Sales Tax Act be repealed, 
or the income from it be diverted into other channels, the equalization 
fund would have nothing upon which to draw its revenue.
In order to get the Fund to function at once, the 1935 legislature 
provided for a transfer of $1,038,865.41 from the Hail Fund Surplus 
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the tuition wore not paid out of the equalization fund* it would have to 
be paid by the district, la table 40 tuition payments are included in 
a similar manner. The Consolidated Graded Districts received a total 
of $8*542.80 from the state in 1938. In 1934 they received£1,703,92.
Figure 7 shows the amounts received from the State Equalisation 
Fuad by the High Schoolt and Consolidated Graded Districts,
The One Boom ehool Dietriets received #33*302.00 from the 
Equalization fluid in 1936. At the same time #18,362.00 was paid to other 
districts in tuition for students from the One Room School Districts.
(Table 40). figure X shows amounts received from the state Equalization 
Fund by the One Hoorn Districts* also amounts paid by the Equalization 
Fuad in tuition to other districts for students from the Bne Room Districts.
Table 40
Amounts Received by the One Boon School Dietriets in 1936 from The 
state Equalization Fund On the Basie of Heed* Per Teacher 
Unit, Amounts Paid other Districts in Tuition a






3 336.00 324.00 336.00
5 860.00 224.00 270.00 784.00
6 440.00 336.00 216.00 776,00
9 320.00 448,00 162.00 768,00
10 320.00 448.00 340.00 768,00
11 1,400.00 560.00 810.00 1,960.00
21 360.00 284.00 432.00 644.00
22 284.00 106.00 284,00
24 480.00 335.30 432.00 815.50
aTable compiled from data In tha County Superintendent's Office 
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Expenditures
It was pointed out la the early part of this chapter that there 
are two main parts to the standard accounting system as used by school 
boards in North Dakota, namely, Heeeipts in the General Fund, and the 
Expenditures of the General Fund* In this section we are concerned 
with the expenditures of the general fund. All expenditures of a 
School District are classified under the following divisions.
1 . Gan Control
a. School board salary













4, Operation of Plant
a. Fuel




6, Fixed Charges 
?• outlay
a* New sites 
b. New buildings 
e. New equipment
8, Debt service
9, Grand total €f all warrants issued for all purposes during 
the year (total of 1«6 )
According to records in the office of the County Superintendent 
of Schools there was a decrease in school expenditures of almost fifty 
per cent from 1930 to 1934, The total expenditures for school purposes
for each of the five years axe as follows t
Tear Total School Expenditures
1989 —  1930.—  0518,091.94
1930 —  1931 —  384,645.42
1931 —  1938 —  310,903,85
1932 —  1935 —  859,125.55
1933 —  1934 —  890,341.44
Hew is the school mossy is McLean County spent? Table 41 shows 
the total expenditures for school purposes in McLean County for the 
year 1934.
Table 41
Expenditures for school Purposes in McLean County in 1954a
Item Amount Expended Per Cent
Teachers* salaries $123,908.46 45.92




School Board Salary k Expenses 8,704.04 3.81
Hew sites, new buildings 7,466.98 8.76
Janitor’s wages 7,077.58 2.62
Maintenance 5,706.74 2 .1 1
fixed chargee (Ins. etc.) 5,556.86 8.05
Text books 4,616.61 1.71
Janitor’s supplies 3,106.00 1.16
New Equipment 8 ,888.88 1.05
Teaching supplies 8,859.86 •84
light and water 8,257.70 .83
Library books 967.87 .36
Revolving ftud ■___318.37 .13
Totals 0870,361.44 1 0 0 .0 0
“County Superintendent *s Annual Report, 1934
Three important and necessary items in instruction are text 
books, teaching supplies, and library books. Tbs expenditure for 
these three items was two and. ninety-one hundredths per cent of the
84423
total. It 300H3 that this la a vary exgall par cant of the total; Whoa 
m  consider the necessity of these articles In a school. A sera detailed 
examination of the expenditure recorda in the County Superintendent * e 
Office reveals the fact that for the year 1934 there were thirteen 
districts that did not purchase library books, and twenty-one that aid 
not purchase teaching supplies.
Table 42 shoes how conditions in the One loom chools of MoLean 
County wore in 1934 because of the failure of the school board* to 
purchase necessary instructional supplies.
‘Table 42
Number of Schools Without requiring Teaching Teaching Equipment,






Number of Pupils 
Effected
Globe of the World 33 335
European Map {Up-to-date} 32 301
Case Map of North Dakota 58 670
Large Dietionary 41 473
Small Dictionary 59 692
Libraries 98 1,117
Comptons or World Book
encyclopedia 89 1,087
^County Superintendent * e Annual cheek List
This condition is not duo altogether to a lack of funds, but to 
poor management on the part of the school boards, or lack of cooperation 
with the dounty Superintendent* Even District Number sixty-eight which 
made no lwrey in 1933-34 is represented in the above group. Teacher’s 
salaries are, as expected the largest expenditure item. Debt service 
in next. Hie high percentage of debt service would seem to indicate
that the districts have resorted to considerable borrowing of money, 
against uncollected taxes, In order to maintain their schools,
The third highest amount was spent for transportation er seven and 
sixty-nine hundredths psr cent. Of the $20,785.04 spent for transpor­
tation by the school district, the High School, and Consolidated Crafted 
Districts spent #18,104.78. The transportation iten than belongs 
primarily to these two groups of dletrlote. They transport a total of 
fire hundred and twenty-three students at an average annual per pupil 
cost of #30.89. Table 43 shows also that there is a range in trans­
portation cost from fifteen dollars per pupil in District Number seventy- 
nine which transports tee pupils to #48.67 in District number seven 
which transports forty-five Juplls,
Table 43
Humber Transported, Total Coet, Per Pupil Cost, System Used in The
High school and consolidated (heeded school Dletrlote In 
McLean County In 1934®
District Humber Trans­
ported
Total Cost Per Pupil 
Cost
System
1 9 #311.73 $34.80 Family
4 4 90.00 22.50 Family
7 45 2,005.51 45.67 Bus-Family
8 63 2,467.50 39.16 Bus-Family
50 63 1,750.50 27.78 BUS
81 1 22 4,059.87 35.23 BUS
56 24 1*080.00 45.00 Bus
62
72
2 44*84 22.42 Family
64
67
52 1,450.05 27.28 BUS
73 58 1,535.76 26.49 BUS
76 80 2,304.02 28 .8 0 BUS
79 1 15.00.. 15.00 Family
Totals 523 18,104.78
“County superintendent's Annual Deport, 1934.
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The fourth item of expenditure i* tuition. A total of $17,838.87 
was spend* Oat of thin amount the One Boom school Districts speak 
$14,884*78. The tuition expenditures belong primarily to the One Boon 
school Districts*
9m One Rossi Districts spent a total of $688.30 for Janitor* s 
salary for tha year, while the ©thsr two groups ©f districts spent 
$4,389*88 dollars* This m y  he largely accounted for because in the one Doom 
school Districts the teachers usually are required to do the Janitor work.
There are wary few variations in percentages expended for various 
school purposes in MCLean County and for the state {Table 44)* Percen­
tages for the state were compiled from data in the State superintendent *e 
Biennial report for 1034* Percentage# for McLean County were taken from 
compilations in 'Stable 41*
Table 44
For cent of Expenditures of Each Item of the General fund for the
State, and for MaLean County for the Tear 1994





Teachers* salaries 80*70 49.98
Debt service 9*15 17.92
Transportation 6 .8 8 7.69
Tuition 5.80 6*60
Fuel 5.76 3*45
school Board salary and expenses 3*48 3.81
Hew sites. Hew Buildings 3* *̂ 4i 2.76
Janitor ages 3*94 8*68
Maintenance 2.97 2 .1 1
Fixed Chargee 3*08 2.08
Text Books 1.90 1.71
Janitor*# Supplies 1*16 1.18
%xJM£sas«*____________ ______- . . ____________--______ JUSS_______
m
Table 44 (Continued)





Teaching supplies 1.39 •84
Light and water •93 .83
Library Books .8 8 •36
devolving ?und .13
Comparison of Too nchool Districts
A comparison of receipts sad expenditures between two school 
districts In m e a n  County will reveal inequalities which exist in 
receipts and expenditures*
District Number seventy-three
District Number seventy-three will serve as an exanple to show 
how bad conditions way become. The district has thirty-six sections of 
land, maintains a consolidated school, with eight grades. There are two 
teachers and fifty-eight pupils. The taxable valuation la 1994 was 
£166,866.00. A levy of sixteen mills, the legal limit without a special 
election should bring a revenue of $8,690.61. The expenditures of the 
district wore $4,380.76 for the earns year. If all taxes were paid there 
would a till be a deficit of §1,661.16 by the end of the year. Tax 
payments were only §1,069.96 or a tax payment of only thirty-eoven par- 
oent. Th* district resolved 3519.64 from other than the district tax 
to make a total Income of §1,589.00 for the year. The total deficit for 
this district for the year was $8,480.36.
District thcaber Sixty-eight 
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or quarterly and the payment of the principal at tha tine whan the 
bond la due. The ether la the aerial bend which prorldea far the 
payment of the Interest and a portion of tha principal each year.
Before bonds can be loaned It beeonea necessary to hold an elec­
tion In the district to determine whether the district shall loans
bonds. If two thirds of the voter* at suoh election vote for the 
Issuing of the bonds the district board may Issue then. The lav also 
sets the debt limit of the distriets at five per cent of the assessed 
valuation of taxable property In the district.1 By a majority vote 
of the qualified voters voting et a special eleetlon the limitation 
ef Indebtedness may be extended to an additional five per cent of the 
assessed valuation of taxable property* but not beyond ten per cent.2 
Bonds when issued shall not dram an Interest rate higher than six 
per cent per annum* payable semi-annually. Such bends shall run for 
a period ef not to exceed twenty years and shall be In denominations
of one hundred dollars each or some multiple thereof* not exceeding
3one thousand dollars. Bonds may be issued
•To purchase* erect* enlarge and improve school buildings and 
teacherages* and to acquire sites therefore and for play grounds and to furnish and equip such buildings with heat* light and ventilation or other neeessary apparatus. "4
Bonds nsy also bs issued by the district in erdsr to fund out­
standing indebtedness. Be election lc required before the leaning 
of suoh bonds* ns they do not increase the indebtedness of the dist­
rict. Suoh bonds* though* ean not bo issued if the legal debt Unit
1. State of Worth Dakota* General School Laws, Published by the 
State Department of Public Znctruetlcn* 1935* section 443* p. 164.
2. Ibid.* Section 440* p. 161
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auditor to eet aaldo all tax®* collected from lari®* for th« respective 
year* against which certificate® of indebtedness hare been issued* 
except those for interest and sinking fond, thereafter accruing to the 
credit of each district* and the seat® shall be had by the county 
treasurer in a special fund to be used only for the purpose of retiring 
such certificate® cf indebtedness and paying interest thereon until 
enough funds shall hare been accumulated from the collection of lories 
ef any year or years against which certificates cf indebtedness hare 
been issued to retire the certificates ef that year, la the sweat 
sufficient taxes are not eellmmted from sueh lories to retire such 
certificates * both principal and interest* within two months after 
their due date* them there shall be set aside from current tax collec­
tions net less than ten per cent nor more them thirty per cent ef the 
amount ef such collections until sueh past due certificates hare been 
paid.*®
In ease the district which adrertlses for bide on sale ef certi­
ficates ef indebtedness fell to receive buyers* they nay issue regis­
tered warrants "in payment of current expenses* in exeess of each on 
hand* but not in exeees ef taxes levies but uncollected and not 
otherwise encumbered, and the funds derived from the collection thereof 
shall constitute a special fund and the exclusive source of revenue 
for the payment of such warrants."11 Such warrants are to draw mot 
more than seven per cent interest,12
10State of lorth Dakota, General School Laws. Published by the 
State Department of Publle Instruction* Section 484* p. 154,
11Ibid.* Section 432, p. 157, l2Xbid.* Section 106* p. 50.
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The total indebtedness of each school district in McLean county 
can he found by adding the total amount of bonds outstanding. The 
total amounts of certificates of indebtedness outstanding and the total 
amount of warrants outstanding at the close of any fiscal period. We 
must note that the total bonded indebtedness is not the same as the 
total indebtedness. The total indebtedness includes the amounts of 
the total bonds* to$al certificates of Indebtedness* and total warrants 
outstanding. Table 45 gives the indebtedness of all school districts 
in McLean county for the fiscal period ending June 30. 1934.
Table 45
Bonds. Certificates of Indebtedness, Warrants and Total Indebtedness
Of School Districts in McLean Oounty, June 30, 1934^




1 $41,300 $1,500i 00 $42,800.00
4 6 6 ,0 0 0 $ 248.30 65,248.20
7 19,000 3,000.00 1,891.81 23,991.81
S 68,300 4,000.00 955.48 73,255.48
50 49,900 3,000.00 4,290.97 57,190.97
51 45,000 5 tOOOe 00 162.50 50,162.60
55 4,500 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 5,500.00
62 9,000 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0
72 35,000 1,034.97 26,034.00











^County Superintendent's Annual Report, 1934
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fable 46 (Continued)
District Bonds Certificate of
Indebtedness
Warrants Total




6 500.00 150.00 650.00
9 $3*500 22.03 3,522.03
10 2 0 0 ,0 0 12.60 212.50
11 2 ,0 0 0 2,679.36 149.03 4,828.33
21 1,600 10.50 1,510.50
22
24 800 10.16 810.15
26 2 ,0 0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0
27 20.30 20.30
3ft 1,300 1 ,2 0 0 .0 0 1 ,2 0 0 .0 0
31 1,500 1,460.96 3,982.80
36 1,500 144.75 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0





47 6 ,1 0 0 AW, 00 588.68 7,388.68
48 5,200 486.89 6,653.89
62 900 800.00
63 7,050, 620.00 1,071.41 8,741.41
64
57 6,700 68.93 6,768.93
58 400 230.40 630.40




66 3,300 1,349.92 1,024.12 4,674.00
68
69 2 ,0 0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0
70
71 676.00 242.22 918.22
74 6 ,0 0 0 3,374.16 384.60 9,758.78
76 8 ,0 0 0 1,370.40 9,370.40
77 6,500 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 7,500.00
78 760.60 760.80
80 2 ,2 0 0 250.00 1,086.20 3,536.20
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Tabic 46 (Continued)
District Bonds Certificate ®f
Indebtedness
Warrante Total
81 $ 1 ,0 0 0 $ 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0
82
83
84 1 ,2 0 0 $ 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 $ 3,200.00
88 1,700 $108.90 1,808.90
86 1,600 700.00 2,2 0 0 .0 0
87 5.40 6.40
89 -1.6QQ 1.500.QQ
Total 427*750 42,768.73 32,181.60 502,690.23
The total indebtedness for all school districts in McLean county 
at the close of the flocal period June 30* 1934* wee $602,630.23 
dollars or four and thirty-nine hundredths per aent of the total taxable 
valuation of the districts. The total per pupil indebtedness in 1934 
was $111,77 which is a good deal higher than the average per pupil 
indebtedness for Morth Dakota which la $88.67. Twenty-three sehoold 
districts have no bonded indebtednees. light districts have no 
indebtedness of any kind.
The total bonded Indebtednees os one would aspect is the 
largest Item of the total indebtedness for the school districts in 
Modean county. The High School Districts, and the Consolidated 
Graded Districts haws the largest total indebtedness. This of course 
is to be expected because of the fact that larger buildings, and 
nore equipnent is necessary in these districts.
The per pupil total Indebtedness of any school district eon 
be found by dividing the total indebtedness by the nuatber of pupils 
attending school in the district. Figure X and figure M show the 
total indebtedness per pupil and the bonded indebtedness per pupil 
for each of the school districts in McLean County. One will notice.

aa was peeviously pointed out, that there are a fee districts that do not 
hare an Indebtedness* On the other hand District Humber fifty, a High 
School District, has a total indebtedness per pupil of $274*00* The next 
highest district In the rank of total indebtedness is district number 
eight with *269*00 per pupil* Comparisons for other districts can be 
aside in a similar manner. The figures show that Inequalities in the 
total indebtedness exist among the districts* The red lines in figures 
L and M represent the total indebtedness, the bine lines the bonded 
indebtedness of the districts. The difference between the two lines 
represent the indebtedness of the district is other than bonded indebted­
ness* This, other than bonded indebtedness, represents Indebtedness for 
current expenditures* for example, district number eight has a total 
indebtedness of |S69*00 per pupil as shown by the red line* The bonded 
indebtedness of the saas district is *281.00 psr pupil as shown by the 
blue line* The indebtedness fbr the current expenditure would be the 
difference between the two lines, or as in the ease of this district, 
eighteen dollars* District number seventy-three has an indebtedness 
for current expenditures of $180.00 per pupil, while its bonded 
indebtedness is only eighteen dollars per pupil. Only two other dist­
ricts in the county have a similar situation* They are districts number 
sixty-four and eleven* Comparisons between the bonded indebtedness and 
the indebtedness for current expenditures ean be mads to r other districts 
in the same manner*
Earlier in this chapter it was stated that when bonds are issued 
by a school district, a fund, known as the interest and sinking fund, 
must be created. A separate levy le made for this fund in order to pay
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the interest and the principal on the bond, Table 47 shows the Mil 
levies for thia fund and the per cent of this lory to the total district 
levy, fbr those school districts that hate a bonded indebtedness.
Table 46
Mill Lory for School purposes, for Interest and sinking Fund, and 
Per Cent of Lory for McLean County School 'Districts
In 1934
District 'fax Hate for 
school Purposee
Tax Bate for 
Interest and 
Sinicin* Fund
Per Cent of Interest 
and Sluicing Fund Levy 
to Total levy
1 18,00 1 1 ,1 8 38 ..... .
4 18,00 18,00 40
7 80,64 4,6 1
8 87,00 84,8 40
50 87,00 19,60 48
51 26,08 6,05 18
56 18,00 3,81 87
68 18,00 6,41 86
78 87,00 14,87 34
64 80,00 1,47 6
67 18,00
73 17.80 1,80 9
76 8 6 ,0 0 17,40 40
79 14,3
8 10,89 10,878 49
3 15.00
5 1 0 ,0 0
6 1 1 ,0 0
9 11,30 1,50 11
10 14,00




86 1 1 .0 0 4,40 28
87 5,00
88 15,00




40 2 1 .0 0 8,80 88
44 16.30
46 8.50
47 17.50 4,38 19
Table 46 Continued)





Per Cent of Interest
and Sinking fuel Levy 
to Total levy
T T ~  ' ~ 15.30 4*80 23
32 2 1 .0 0
53 18.00 4.00 18
34 18.00
37 18.10 2 .« 0 1 1
sa 1 0 .0 0 1 .0 0 5
39 7.00 2 .2 0 23
60 18.00 4,60 20
63 15.10
63 18.00
66 18.30 3.40 18
68
69 17.85
70 1 1 .0 0
71 18.00
74 18.00 5.80 24
75 18.00 8.40 35
77 17,30 8 ,0 0 31
78 23.20
80 18.00 6.40 26
81 17.90
82 14.00
83 6 .0 0
84 16.00
85 2 0 .0 0 5.00 20
86 18.00 6 ,0 0 25
87 13.80 3.58 20
88 83,00 6.80 20
•Average Per Cent of sinking fond levy to total twenty-three* 
aCouaty superintendent*e Annual Report, 1934.
A comparison of sill levlea to r the two funds reveals the fact 
that the sill levies are lower to r the winking fond than for the 
general fund* District nuraber two levied alnoet the sane for both 
funds* The average per cent of the sinking fond levy to the total levy 
is twenty-throe per cent* In other words, twenty-three per cent of the
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sohool tax#* are used fbr the payment of Interest ami principal on 
bonds*
Column two and three in table 47 shoe the bonded Units of a 
group of school diet riots at five and ten per cent respectively. These 
figure# were obtained by multiplying the taxable valuations of tho 
districts first by fire per cent and than by ten per cent.
Table 47
Bonded Indebtedness, fire H»r cent Bonded Limit, Ten Per cent 
Bonded Limit far All School Districts in McLean County
Haring a Bonded Indebtedness, Jons 30, 1934




1 X $41,300 $83,179 $48,359
4 x , 65,0000 86,889 53.658
7 19,000 19,981 39,963
8 X • 68,300 18,448 36,897
DO x ♦ 49,900 15,198 30,396
51 x 45,000 35,994 71,978
56 4,500 11,544 83,089
68 9,000 10,003 80,007
72 X 8 8 ,0 00 14,088 28,171
64 3,100 9,516 19,033
73 1 ,0 0 0 8,311 16,688
76 x 14,000 7,636 15,073
9 3,500 10,758 21,505
11 8 ,0 0 0 9,588 19,164
81 1,500 6,108 18,377
84 800 5,576 11,152
86 8 ,0 0 0 5,849 11,698
88 1,800 7,658 15,876
31 1,500 7,869 14,538
36 1,500 6,887 13,575
40 3,500 7,488 14,964
47 6 ,1 0 0 7,899 15,799
48 5,800 7,460 14,920
52 900 7,211 14,482
53 7,080 9,386 18,773
57 5,700 8,579 17,158
acounty superintendent's Annual Report, 1934. 
^Bonded indebtedness beyond the fire per cent limit. 
*Bonded indebtedness beyond the ten per cent limit.
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Table 47 (Continued}
District Total ponded 
Indebtedness
*1vc Per Cent 
Unit
Ten Per Cent 
Limit
58 $ 400 $7,979 $ 15,959
89 1 ,0 0 0 7,509 15,019
60 4,800 7,412 14,824
66 8,300 2,773 5,566
69 2,000 11,189 22,359
74 6 ,0 0 0 7,210 14,429
73 x 8 ,0 0 0 7,635 13,313
77 6,300 8,480 16,960
80 8,800 5,195 10,390
81 1 ,0 0 0 6,507 13,015
84 1 ,2 0 0 3,407 6;915
83 x 1,700 1,558 3,116
86 1,300 1,501 3,902
88 X 1,500 1,425 2,850
A eoaoparison of the total bonded Indebtedness with the five
per eent Unit shoes that In 1934 ten diet riots had bonds outstanding 
beyond the five per eent Unit# A comparison with the ten per oent 
Unit shoes three districts having bonds outstanding beyond the ton 
per oent Unit. Because these three districts have bonds outstanding 
beyond the ten per cent Unit does not necessarily nsan that the 
bonds esse Issued in exoess of the Unit, but rather the situation 
Is duo to tho foot that property valuations have dropped. The 
three dletriete that are beyond their bonded Unite will be unable to 
Issue other bonds, until they have reduced their indebtedness. An 
examination of records in the county auditor’s offleo shows that tho 
throe dletriete, numbers four, el&t, and fifty have to their credit 
In the oinking fund *7,574.15, $1,106.06, and $4,880.63 respectively. 
This money could be used to retire bonds but it would atill leave them 
over the ten per sent. In eontnast with this can be sited fifteen
dlstrietB that hare never had a bond Issue. They are districts number 
two, three, flee, tix, twenty-two, thirty-eight, forty-six, sixty-five 
seventy, seventy-eight, eighty-two, eighty-three, seventy-nine, sixty- 
seven, and eighty-seven, 13
There are inequalities existing in total indebtedness emong the 
school districts in WcLean County. The Indebtedness is chiefly in the 
fora of bonded indebtedness* The High ohool Districts have the highest 
total indebtedness.






































state has never fully exercised this constitutional mandate, for* 
instead of providing schools for all children the legislature has 
provided for the organization of a system of sohool districts, and
methods by which the districts might raise money to educate the
\
children of the community.
It is also evident that the educational opportunities 
should he equal, for the constitution demands, "a uniform system 
for free public schools-*. In delegating its educational powers 
to the districts the state destroyed the equality In educational 
opportunities. It is unfair to expect a district with a per pupil 
taxable valuation of 1,500 dollars to provide educational oppor­
tunities equal to those of a district having a taxable valuation 
per pupil of 10,000 dollars. The poorest district in attempting 
to give its children the same educational opportunities as the 
wealthy district, levies an extremely heavy burden upon its tax 
payers.
Districts with a high taxable valuation are not necess- 
airly better able to support schools than the districts with a 
low taxable valuation, because the per pupil valuation may be 
much lower in the district with the hi^ier taxable valuation.
This was clearly evidenced in the study, for the High School 
Districts have a higher total taxable valuation than the One 
Boom School Districts, but the One Boom School Districts have a 
higher per pupil taxable valuation. The tax rates wsre much 
































districts* Twenty-elfht of the county*a sixty*three oehoal districts 
hare property of railroad companies and public utilities located within 
their limits. She valuation of such property in district number four 
for the Tear 1924 m s  308*734 dollars or shout the aai.se as the taxable 
valuation of all other property in the district.
Oonclusion
The conclusions to ho dram from the date of this study is that 
the present system for school support in MCLean County is inadequate 
and unfair because It produces* (l) wide differences in ability of 
districts to support schools* (2) it prodaces vary v a e m  tax burdens 
on property* causing taxpayers in poorer districts to pay much higher 
taxes than tax payers in wealthy districts la their effort to provide 
adequate schools for their pupils* (3) it produces inequalities in 
educational facilities for the school children* (4) and it is hampered 




Bis writer Is snot prepared to reconmend a plan of school 
support that will remove the inequalities pointed out in this study, 
as the purpose of the study was to discover the financial conditions 
of the school districts as they actually exist. Th* writer points out 
though that evidence has been presented which calls for a change to 
a new plan of support, a plan that will bring about an equalization of 
the tax burden upon the taxpayers and at the same time equalize the 
educational opportunities for all children of the county.
What ever plan is proposed, the main underlying principle 
should be, that wealth wherever found should bear alike, as nearly as 
possible, the burden of supporting schools, and such revenue should be 
distributed to the schools or districts on the per pupil basis in such 
a way as to give each child an equal dducational opportunity.
A county unit system, with a county tax for the support of the 
schools, might be suggested, but the same inequalities would seem to 
exist for the counties as for the school districts, for it was shown 
in chapter two that there were great inequalities among the counties 
of the state in the valuation of taxable property.
Since the state constitution defines education as a state 
function, the state ae a unit should command the resources within its 
boundariss for school support, and distribute It to the districts on 
some per pupil basis. A beginning has been made in this direction, 
in the form of the State Equalization fund, which uses ae its source
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the Two Per Cent Seles Tax.
thile the edatatloiwl situation may he itsnrorsd by abolishing 
the school districts end establishing the county at the local unit* 
inequalities sill continue as long a* the local unit provide noat of 
the school reveanes. fqualination of edaoatlonal opportunities can not 
he accomplished by the county or local unit* Such equalisation ansi 
depend upon either state ox national support. It is hoped hy the 
writer that pending the outcome of national support, sore ennjJi-isis he
i
directed to increased state s u p  ort.
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